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Championships, Streets, Elections And Athletics Also Remembered
End To Tappan Strike, Weather Among Top Stories
Reflecting on the top local stories of
1977, it would be hard to pick tEre single
most important one from the many
happenings of the year.
A list of those rated among the top by
the staff of The Murray Ledger & Times
would include, not necessarily in order
of importance:
— the settlement of the 18-month-
plus strike at the Tappan plant;
— the severe winter weather that
cause an energy crisis as well as
working a hardship on many people
both here and across the nation;
— on-going controversies over
Glendale Road, 15th Street, Chestnut
Street and other thoroughfares in the
city;
— the Murray High band winning the
national marching championship;
— the Calloway High speech team
winning the Kentucky Speech Tour-
nament;
— the primary and general elections
which saw an incumbent mayor
defeated in May and the Democratic
nominee withstanding a challenge from
_
an Independent candidate in --the
November election ;44k,
— the resignations of head football
coach Bill Furgerson and athletic
director Cal Luther from their positions
at Murray State.
The settlement of the Tappan strike
came in early January when members
of U. A. W. Local 1063 ratified a new
three-and-one-half year contract with
the firm. The strike had begun in June
of 1975 and lasted more than 18 months.
One of the longest cold spells on
record began in January creating an
energy crisis in Murray has well as
many other communities.
A state of emergency was declared
throughout Kentucky and Murray
citizens cooperated in cutting back on
energy consumption. The conservation
effort saved the Murray Natural Gas
System approximately 20 percent of
gas that was estimated would have
been used under normal conditions.
In February, a controversy over the
extension of Glendale Road between U.




Association has awarded Eddie
McFarland, Murray State University's
academic All-America defensive back
and fobtball captain, a $1,500
scholarship for postgraduate study.
McFarland, a senior from Paducah is
a pre-medicine major at Murray State
and has maintained a 3.96 grade
average out of a possible 4 from the
seven semesters he has attended the
school.
The NCAA scholarship awardee, who
may use the scholarship at the in-
stitution of his choice, has attended
MSU on a Presidential Scholarship. He
indicated he anticipates continuing his
study of medicine at either the
University of Kentucky or the
University of Louisville after
graduation next spring.
McFarland has been starter for the
Racers since midway through his
freshman year and has made the All-
Ohio Valley Conference team three
consecutive years.
A graduate of Paducah Tilghman
High School in Piducah where he was
valedictorian of his class and an all-
state football player, he is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. McFarlang,who now
live in Genesco, N.Y.
McFarland was one of 33 athletes
across the nation to receive the coveted
$1,500 football scholarships from the
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship
Committee and was the only Ohio
Valley Conference player named from
Division II schools. Five others were
named in Division II.
of -lietietir issues concerning local--
streets that were in the news
throughout the year.
The proposal to build a four-lane
interconnector route for the Glendale
extension was objected to by residents
of the area and several months later, a
compromise three-lane proposal was
arrived at by the Department of
Transportation and local officials.
Final plans, however, have yet to be
accepted by the Murray City Council.
Other controversial issues con-
cerning streets in the news were the
closing of 15th street through the MSU
campus and the temporary closing of
Chestnut Street to allow the con-
struction of a pedestrian overpass over
the street for students at the university.
At one point in the controversy,
Mayor John E. Scott removed
baricades placed on 15th Street, the
Department of Transportation filed suit
to have the barricades replaced, and
the Murray Common Council voted to
prohibit the mayor from contesting the
construction on behalf of the city.
The Chestnut Street controversy
cropped up in September when the
contractor on the pedestrian overpass
project blockaded that street, raising
the ire of several merchants along
qestnut.
Despite pleadings from the mer-
chants, early estimates from .the
contractor and DOT were that the
street could not be reopened until
December and possibly it would be
closed throughout the winter.
But the merchants, as well as several
city officials, took the matter into their
own hands made a successful effort to
speed up the weoRening. Traffic was
again moving on the street on Nov. 4.
The Murray High School band
traveled to Whitewater, Wis., in June
and came home with. the National
Marching- ,Bend- Championship. The
MHS band outpointed the 1976 cham-
pionship band, Live Oak High School of
Morgan Hill, California, to win the
national honors. In addition to the
championship, the band earned a trip to
the Orange Bowl Parade in Miami in
-Wilich they will be featured tonight.
NBC television coverage of the Orange
Wewl parade begins at 6 p.m. local time
tonight.
The Calloway County High School
Speech Team, under the tutorage of
coach Larry England, added yet
another laurel to its crown with the
capturing of the Kentucky State Speech
Tournament Sweepstakes in April. The
speech team represented the com-
munity very well throughout the year
with its winning ways.
The May primary election was in the
news locally as well as across the state
because of the race between incumbent
Mayor Scott and city councilman and
MSU professor Dr. Melvin Henley for
the Democratic nomination for Murray
mayor.
Henley outpolled Scott to win the
nomination but faced a challenge in the
November election from city council
member H. Ed Chrisman who filed for
the office on the Independent ticket.
Henley, however, held his support
and was elected mayor at the polls. One
reason the race between Henley and
Scott in May and Chrismanand Henley
in November generated interest across
the state was because as the campaigns
developed, the issue of city ad-
ministration versus university ad-
%inistration was continually in-
terjected into the electioneering
rhetoric, primarily due to the con-
troversial street closings in and around
1977 In Review
Included in today's issue, in addition toll* recap of the top local stories of the
year which appears on this page, is an eight-page, pullout section of the
newspaper devoted to reviewing the top news events of 1977.
The section includes a month-by-month recap of the major local stories of the
year, both in general news and in-OW-sports world.
Also included in the section is a review of the top ten national and in-
ternational stories as selected by the editors of the Associated Press member
newspapers across the country, and a recap of the top national sports stories.
Also' in today's issue, though not in the special section, is the annually
published forecast for 1978 by economic analyst Roger Babson. The forecast
and outlook for 197,$ appears on today's Opinion Page, page three.
Our readers are invited to pull out the 1977 in review section which should
provide excellent reading over the long New Year's holiday weekend.
the campus.
In the later part of the year, shakeups
in the athletic department at Murray
State gained top billing in local news
coverage.
The first confirmation that a shakeup
was in the offing was the resignation of
head football coach Bill Furgerson on
Nov. 21, the Monday following the
completion of the Racers' season:
Furgerson's impending resignation
had been rumored Ibr several days
prior to the Saturday season finale at
WKU, but attempts to confirm that he
was, in fact, stepping down from the
post proved futile until Furgerson's
Monday announcesne.t.
Furgerson's resignation was followed
a few days later by an announcement
from athletic director and former head
basketball coach Cal Luther that he,
too, was resigning from his position at
the university.
Both Furgerson and Luther said that
the feeling among members of the
university administration and of the
board of regents that the Racers'
should have won a conference cham-
pionship prompted their decisions to
resign.
Subsequently, in December, Mike
Gottfried was selected from a field of
over 100 applicants to succ,eed
Furgerson as the new head coach.
University officials have said that a
successor to Luther in the athletic
director position will be named
sometime after the first of the year.
Cogncil To Be Sworn In Monday;
First Meeting Set For Tuesday
Swearing in ceremonies for elected
Murray City officials will be held at 5p.
m., Monday, Jan. 2, at the Murray City
Hall.
Under Kentucky Revised Statutes,
elected officials take office on the first
Monday in January.
Local Legislators Hold Varied Views
On Major Issues For General Assembly
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
With the convening of Kentucky
General Assembly a few days away,
local lawmakers hold varied views on
what major legislative issues will be in
the 1978 session.
Both State Representative Kenny
Imps, D-Murray, and State Senator
Rieharil Weisenberger, D-Mayfield,
say they expect a General Assembly
intent on passing quality legislation
rather-than quantity.
Major issues, Weisenberger said in a
Friday interview, will include further
work on two bills from the '76 session,
wormen's compensation and no fault,
plus laetrile, utility tax exemptions and
products liability questions.
Imes said Friday that he anticipates
major issues to center around balan-
cing the state budget. The 30-year-old
four-team representative sits on the
powerful House Appropriations and
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Revenues Committee and the coin-
mitteee of state government.
Other issues, Imes said, will take in
'Auld Lang Syne
WASHINGTON (AP) — In Scotland, they play it on bagpipes. Beethoven
composed a setting. Robert Burns wrote it, maybe with help And the oeiginal
"cup o'kindness" wasn't Scotch whiskey.
Millions tonight will sing and listen to Auld Lang Syne -- "old long since" — a
song of remembrance that dates back more than 200 years. ;
Here's the last four verses, if you care to do them tonight, with most of the
dialect translated:
"And surely ye'll pay or your pint — And surely I'll pay for mine — And we'll
tak a cup o'kindness yet H For auld tang syne.
"We two hae run abont the hills — And plucked the daisies fine — But we've
wandered many a wear y% step —Since mild Lang syne.
"We two hag paddled in the brook — From morning sun till dine — But seas
between us broad hae roar'd— Since auld lang syne.
"And there's a hand, my trusty friend — And give us a band cethine
we'll tak a right good-will draught — For auld tang syne."
Rep. Kenny Imes
the abortion question, fire safety (due
to the Memorial Day weekend tragedy
at Beverly Hills Supper Club) and
workmen's compensation.
"A major issue will be having to
balance the budget and trying to fulfill
the needs of the public. I think we've
overloaded ourselves with some un-
necessary expenses and once you start
a program there is a tendency to keep it
up," lines said.
Imes said he will back "sunset
legislation" requiring periodic review
of state government programs enacted
by statute. "About every six years, but
not necessarily six years, you would
review a program to see if it is still
needed," Imes said.
Weisenberger said he anticipates
either introducing or backing a Ken-
tucky version of the "Oregon Bottle
Law," requiring sale of returnable soft
drink and beer bottles in the state. The....
:—..30-year-old Mayfield attorney said the
should tt becu-Mf law, cbuld "save
millions and it would make a clean\
state."
Weisenberger indicated he favors
legalizing the cancer drug Laetrile
under a doctor's prescription.
"I've pre-filed a bill that will allow a
member of a board of education to
carry liability insurance individually,"
Weisenberger said. He explained that
most lawsuits against a school board
mention the board and board members
individually. The bill would allow
liability insurance ;or individual suits
unless the board member is personally
liable, Weisenberger said.
Imes,* Murray funeral director and
part time farmer, said he will back a
resolution requiring existing and future
statutes be rewritten in lay language.
The Murray representative said he
will also support two bills that have
been on the House floor before — a
"recall referendum bill," and a bill
allowing citizens to vote on more than
two amendments in any voting year.
"Concerning the recall referendum,
if we pass something the public doesn't
like, a percentage could file a petition to
put it on the ballot and vote on it. I'm a
strong believer in referendum voting,"
lines said.
Imes said he also plans to support a
measure allowing measures on the
ballot simply by public petition.
Weisenberger said he expects "house
cleaning legislation" connected with
the Judicial Article.
Both said the emphasis with Ken-
tucky legislatures In recent years has
been on "quality rather than quantity."
Weisenberger returns to the state
Senate for this third session after
servIng in 1976. He sits on banking and
insugrance, judiciary-courts and
-amities and special, disitiq
mittees
ôuñ-
In addition to Melvin Henley, who will
take over as Mayor of Murray, 12
members of the Murray Common will
be given the oath of office.
Council members elected in the
November General Election are:
WARD A—Billy Ballentine, Dick
George, Ruby Hale, Martha Sammons,
Dave Willis and Steve Yarbrough;
WARD B—William Furches, Howard
Koenen, C. C. Lowry, Hardiinan Nix, J.
D. Outland and Johnny Rickman.
Among ,the incoming coun-
cilmembers, Hale and Willis in Ward A
and Ifurghes, Koenen, Lowry and
Outland are-presently serving. Outland
was appointed to the council following
the November election to fill the
unexpired term of Tom Rushing who
resigned to take a seat on the Murray
Independent School Board.
( Rickman has indicated that he plans
to accept a position as deputy sheriff on
the staff of incoming Sheriff Max
Morris. According to the Kentucky
Attorney General's office, statutes do
not allow an individual to
simultaneou* hold municipal and
county offices. Rickman would be
forced to resign as council seat if he
becomes a deputy sheriff.
(Under the statutes, the vacancy
created on the council by such a
resignation would be filled by ap-
pointment by the incoming council.
Traditionally in Murray, vacant council
seats have been filled by the council
naming the next highest vote-getter in
the last election from the ward in which
the vaCincy occurs. That tradition is
.rwanone.xlit•vM111111111•1111111MIM 
not a requirement of the statutes,
however.)
TO MEET TUESDAY
The first official business session of
the new council following Monday's
swearing in ceremonies will take place
at a special meeting set for Tuesday,
Jan. 3.
To date, 11 items have been listed on
the agenda for that meeting which
begins at 7:30 p. ir4 in the council
chambers in City Hall.
Among the items scheduled for action
are:
—a resolution adoptingVhe city
budget for the 1978 calendar year;
—a resolution setting salary
schedules for city employees for the
year;
—the second and final reading of an
ordinance changing rates charged by
the Murray Natural Cos system.
—the first reading of an ordinance
increasing rates charged by the
Murray Sanitation System;
—first reading of ordinances dealing
with the definition of sick days, the
establishment of a perpetual care fund
for the city cemetery, a policy for
buying back cemetery lots and in-
creasing the price of cemetery lots; and
setting a cost-of-living index base for
utility rates;
—a recommendation from an, ar-
chitectural firm for municipal garage
construction;
—authority to execute deeds on
behalf if the hospital corpiration, and;
—discussion i of a proposed agreement
between the city and the South 641
Water District.
Two Sections — 20 Pages
The Murray State Racers played one of their best all-
around games of. the season Friday ni ht at the Evansville
story on the RurantWIlittt Ind also has the
Memorial To trandon has the
pictures, including the one of Johnnie Thirdkill making the





Cloudy through tomorrow with
a 40 percent chance of rain
tonight. Turning colder with a
chance of showers tomorrow.
High today in the low 50s. Low
tonight around 40. Higp tomorrow
in the mid 40s.
today's index
Business Page  4
Classifieds  10, II
Crossword -  10
Comics 10
Dear Abby  2
Fins  8,9
Horoscope 10
Let's Stay Well 10
Local Scene 2










By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The Chicago Tr ibuno-N V News Synd Inc
DEAR READERS: Four years ago I published JUST
FOR TODAY and suggested that it be used as "New
Year's Resolutions." Since that time I have heard from a
surprising number of readers (ages from 12 to 82)
telling me that they read the rules every day, and are
trying to live by them.
I am repeating them for those who may have missed
them. These rules are not original. I paraphrased them
from the credo for Overeaters Anonymous—an organiza-
tion of loving, caring, compulsive overeaters who have
regained their self-esteem by losing weight, feeling better,
looking better and helping others to do the same.
Overeaters Anonymous is patterned after Alcoholics
Anonymous and Gamblers Anonymous. Both organizations
have had extraordinary success in rehabilitating
compulsive drinkers and gamblers when all other methods
have failed:
JUST FOR TODAY
1. Just for today I will try to live through this day only,
and not set far-reaching goals to try to overcome al/ my
problems at once. I know I can do something for 12 hours
that would appall me if I felt that I had to keep it up for a
lifetime.
2. Just for today I will try to be happy. Abraham Lincoln
said, "Most folks are about as happy as they make up their
minds to be." He was right. I will not dwell on thoughts
that depress me. I will chase them out of my mind and
replace them with happy thoughts.
3. Just for today I will adjust myself to what is. I will
face reality. I will try to change those things I can change,
and accept those things that I cannot change.
4. Just for today I will try to improve my mind. I will not
be a mental loafer. I will force myself to read something
that requires effort, thought and concentration.
5. Just for today I will exercise my soul in three ways. I
will do a good deed for somebody—without letting them
know it. (If they find out I did it, it won't count.) I will do at
least two things that I know I should I do but have been
putting off. I will not show anyone that my feelings are
hurt; they may be hurt, but today I will not show it.
6. Just for today I will be agreeable. I will look as well as
I can, dress becomingly, talk softly, act courteously and
speak ill of no one. Just for today I'll not try to improve
anybody except myself.
7. Just for today 1 will have #program. I may not follow
it exactly, but I will have it, thereby saving myself from
two. .pests: hurry and indecision.
8. Just for today I will have a quiet half hour to relax
alone. During this time I will reflect on my behavior and
will try to get a better perspective on my life.
9. Just for today I will be unafraid. I will gather the
courage to do what is right and take the responsibility for
my own actions. I will expect nothing from the world, but I
will realize that as I give to the world, the world will give
to me.
It makes sense, doesn't it? And so does the Overeaters
A,nonymou ogram. It's free. For information Shout this
affonderful org iivrMiosr'write to Box 34854, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90034.
P.S. Have a happy, healthy New Year. And pray for
universal peace!
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. -
Apr. 21 to May 21) O41/1(
Care advised in domestic
spending. A credit arangement
could turn out to be very ex-
pensive in the long run.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Your Mercury, in excellent
position, encourages written
matters, communications
generally. Give a good account
of yourself.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Lunar influences somewhat
restrictive. Avoid a tendency to
vacillate, to give up on plans or
projects before they have been
given a fair trial.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ta
Friends may want you to go
on an unexpected outing. Go
along with th idea. You'll have a
good time.
VERGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A splendid period for meeting
up with your most interesting,
energetic companions. They'll
not only give you some good
ideas, but a lift in morale as
well.
LIBRA 11_,r1(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
You have better planetary
influences than most, but you
could still miss out on op-
portunity — if careless or
different. Don't let this happen!
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) !Let'
A chance now to see things in
quiet perspective. Stand back to
review activities — but only
ARLES 1. tap, -Cte
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) '
You may need a mental uplift
now. Don't brood. Determine to
engage only in the activities
which stimulate you most —




FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY 1, MI
What kind of day will those concerned with the
tomorrow he? To find out what present Forget the past.
the stars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUS _ • AA
given for your birth Sign. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Yrk-fe
If it will help to clear up a
situation in sensible fashion,
don't turn down any feasible
suggestion. But discriminate
between the astute and the rash.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Romance is in your picture
TAURUS —now. You'll get unmistakable
hints that someone you admire
considers you most attractive.
Follow up!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Fear of change may bent sou
at times, but sierts,s often calls
for finding one's way through
mazes, odd nooks, with in-
comprehensible persons. You
may have to do this now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
What pleases one may not
please another. You may have
to juggle a bit to avoid un-
desirable contention and
hassling. But, in your quiet way,
you can manage it.
s,4
=A,
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely versatile individual,
ambitious for success and,
happily, endowed with the
persistence and determination
to achieve it Certain traits
could fetter you, however:
moods of despondency and
pessimism; also a tendency to
be suspicious of those with
whom you deal; secretiveness
as to your real aims. Free
yourself from these bonds for,
only then, can you live up to
your highest ideals and
potentials. You could be a
brilliant writer, an amusing
ractinteur, a scientist of note, a
power in the world of business
and finance. Your fields are
almost limitless. Don't fail
yourself. Birthdate of: Paul
Revere, early American
patriot; J. Edgar Hoover,
founder of the F.B.I.: Barry
Goldwater, U.S. statesman;
J.D. Salinger, renowned author.
Your Individual
Horoscope 1D4.<4.6
 Fran‘es Drake 
FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 2, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth &fn.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4141
Don't be coerced into
anything which seems at all
inappropriate, but do listen to
all sides of a reasonable




( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Be explicit but not short in
voicing opinions. There is a
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aspirations and ideas of others.
Curb!
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21 )
Mixed influences. You may
alternate between quick,
aggressive moves and periods
of slowing down, for no ap-
parent reason. Aim at
stabilization.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23 e
You can demonstrate your
ability to be innovative and
imaginative now but, at the
same time, be practical and do
not abandon past irocedures
which have proven &meth:jai
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 412
Determine distance efforts
must stretch to cover ground
necessary. You may be tempted
to press too hard now — trying
to cover more than is possible.
Don't!
VIRGO fly) IA
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some changing situations. Do
not be dismayed. Accept them
with your inborn adaptability
and perceptiveness.
LIBRA
iSept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Especially favored now:
professional endeavors, Op-
portunities to increase prestige.
You may be given added
responsibility but, with it,
there's increased potential.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Heed danger signals as well
as attractions where finances
are concerned. Not many, but
one or two could prove
troublesome if you are not alert.
SAGM'ARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) e1/410-
Be prepared to cope with
strangers, odd situations.
Pinpoint objectives; be
selective about ways and
means. Step up momentum
where possible.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
Make sure you have cheered
all facts and factors before
making agreements or com-
mitments. But do not quibble
foolishly and lose out.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) .."."
You may find yourself drawn
in two directions at once — as
the Aquarian is at times. Key to
solution: The "easy" road is not
necessarily the best one. .
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Good news! Some unexpected
largesse will tide you over a
difficult spot, money-wise.
Romance favored, too.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with talents and
characteristics suited to a wide
variety of occupations. Your
integrity, practicality and
meticulousness in handling
details are outstanding, as are
your gifts for organization and
management. Business would
be an ideal field in which to
exercise these traits, and here
you could attain the status of
kedership if you can bvercoma
-a lack of self-confidence -and





New Year's Eve Square and
Round Dance will be held at
the Woodmen of the World
Hall with event to open about
7:30 p. m.
New Year's Eve Dance wW
be held from nine p.m. to one
a, m. at the Murray Country
Club with music by
Amusement Company and
cost being fifteen dollars per
couple. In charge of








Senior Citizens office will be
closed today.
Postoffice closed today due
to national holiday.
_ Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church meeting
changed to Jan. 9
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet with Mrs. Lucille
Thurman at 7:15 p.m.
Girls in Action in First
Baptist Church will meet at
two p.m.
Murray Lodge No, 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall for work in first degree.
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
to meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets, Murray.
This is open to all interested
persons.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women is scheduled to
meet at seven p. m.
Murray Ledger & Times will




Executive Board will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Note change from Monday to
Tuesday.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m. at the church with the
executive board at nine a.m.
and coffee to be served at 9:30
a.m.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Vernon Campbell at 1:30 p.m.
Group II, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet at the
church library at two p.m.
with Mesdames R. H. Rob-
bins, Frank Wainscott, and
Harold Ham as hostesses.
Program and worship *ill be
by Mrs. A. B. Austin,
Tuesday, January 3
Murray TOPS ( Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Clets will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. 1978 discount
cards may be picked up for a
donation of $3.00 at .10:30 a.m.
and two p.m., sack lunch will
be at noon, and band practice
at one p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will




Women's Groups will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Paul Lyons at ten
a.m., Dorothy with Mrs
Theron Riley at 10:30 a.m.,
and Bea Walker with Mrs
James Rogers at 7:30 p.m.
Middle School Acteens of
First Baptist Church will meet
at three p.m.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, does not meet
tonight.
Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
• Si. Cathouc Church
Woman's Guild treking
changed to .Ian 10
Wednesday, January 4
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 pin.
1978 discount cards for
Senior Citizens with a
donation of $3.00 may be
picked up at the North Second




Association is scheduled to
meet at the First Presbyterian
Church at seven p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 1:30 p.m. with the
program on "Fabulous Silk
Flowers" by Dortha Jones.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens with sack lunch at
noon and table games at one
p.m. 1978 discount cards with
donation of $3.00 may be
picked up both morning and
afteriloon.
Friday, January 6
Shower for Abelene Jones
and Zula Stone whose home
and contents were destroyed
by fire will be held at seven
p.m. at the Dexter Community
Center, sponsored by Dexter
Homemakers Club. Public is
invited.
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at twelve
noon at the social hall of the
First United Methodist
Church with Rose and Roger
Burgoyne, Lucille Rollins,
Ruth Chambers, Flora Fiord,
and Ovie Sue Galloway in
charge of arrangements.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
van will be held and call 753-
0929 by 9:15 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
CHESTER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W.
Chester, 1304 South 16th
Street, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl, Stacey
Michelle, born on Tuesday,
Dec. 27, at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
1,
Until the 1880s "grand
father•clOks" were known
as "long-case clocks.




Mr. and Mrs.. R. Parker
of Murray Route Three had
their children and grand-
children all home for the
holidays. They were their son,
Dr. Dale Parker and his wife
of Cairo, Ill., and their
daughter, Mrs. R. C. Snell,
Jr., Mr. Snell, and children,
John, Chick, and Jennifer, all
of Bloomfielsi Hills, Mich.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Sandra Lynn Grimes of
Murray was dismissed Dec. 24
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Dismissed Dec. 25 from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield, was Martha Ed-
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It is rare that a public official
will continually give
unassumingly of himself to the
betterment of a community.
Murray City Attorney Wells
Overbey is one of those rare
'individuals. Mr. Overbey has
announced that he will retire at
the end of this year. He will be
greatly missed as a counseling
attorney to the city.
In 28 years, first beginning in
1946 tcr1953, then from 1958 to
the present, Mr. Overbey has
contributed legal expertise and
know-how to the city of-Murray.
He served with three mayors
and three city clerks and to his
recollection over 100 city
councilmen.
As former mayor Holmes
Ellis said, "He gave us counsel
when we sought it, but did not
inject himself on us."
f
Mr. Overbey's C -
compli sh m en ts spread all the
way from a stint in the Navy
during World War II, serving as
a special judge for Marshall
and Calloway counties, working
as a special prosecuting at-
torney in Christian County
Circuit Court, to serving the
city on' Murray Board of
Education.
He is known and respected in
the community and among his
legal peers.
The Murray Ledger & Times
today salutes Mr. Overbey and
his wife Joyce and urge all
citizens in the words of Murray
Mayor John Ed Scott "to
public.* recognize Wells
Overbey as a man who has
made substantial contributions
in his capacity as city attorney










By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Dec. 31, the 365th
day of 1977. This is the last day of the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1946, the end of World
War II was proclaimed officially by
President Harry Truman..,
On this date:
In 1781, an American patriot who had
been president of the Continental
Congress, Henry Laurens, was released
from the Tower of London in exchange
for British General Charles Cornwallis.
In 1862, President Abraham Lincoln
signed an act admitting West Virginia
to the Union.
In 1890, Ellis Island in New York
Harbor was opened as an immigration
depot.
In 1921, diplomatic relations were
resumed between the United States and
Germany after World War I.
In 1943, there was a near-riot of
bobby-soxers in New York's Times
Square as Frank Sinatra opened a
singing engagement at the Paramount
Theater.
In 1951, the U.S. Marshall Plan ex-
pired after distributing more than 112
billion in foreign aid.
Ten years ago: Exiled King Con-
stantine of Greece said in a New Years
message from Rome that he hoped to
return to Athens in the near future.
Five year st ago: U.S. bombers
suspended atticks against the North
Vietnamese cities of Hanoi and
Haiphong but continued raids in
southern North Vietnam, Cambodia
and Laos.
One year ago: President Gerald Ford
proposed statehood for Puerto Rico.
Bible Thought
Thou shalt not delay to offer the first
of they ripe fruits.— Exodus 22:29.
Some people withhold their con-
tributions to the Lord's work because
they do not care for their particular
minister or they do not go along with
the stands of their particular
denomination. Yet such curtailment of
support hurts most of all the giver and
then work of the Kingdom of God.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Army Specialist Four James 0.
Conley has been assigned as a
mechanic in Company B of the 25th
Infantry Division's 725th Maintenance
Battalion near Cu Chu, Vietnam.
Morris G. Prescott was promoted to
Army Specialist Four while serving as
a driver in the 937th Engineer Groups
Headquarters Company near Pleiku,
Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Pat Usrey,
age 34, and William Garnett Jones, age
67.
Navy Lt. Conunander John T. Vinson
had graduated from Naval
Undergraduate School at Monterey,
Calif.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Stout on Dec. 24.
20 Years Ago
The Department of Motor 'Tran-
sportation has granted Western Ken-
tucky Stages of Murray permission to
abandon bus service from Gracey to
Marion over Kentucky Highways 126,
128, and 91, a distance of 39 miles.
Deaths reported include William
Henry Shultz, age 75.
Randall Patterson, Calloway County
Court Clerk, said 1958 fishing licenses
are now on sale at the court house and
at many different businesses
throughout the city and county.
The Murray Knights continued their
undefeated statis in the Atomic Valley
Independent Basketball League
beating Mayfield Sundrop in a game
played at Brewers. Gene Landoll is the
Murray coach.
Miss Myra Bagwell who is teaching
at Chattanooga, Tn., spent the holidays
here with relatives and friends.
30 Years Ago
40 Years Ago
The opening service' in the newly
completed Memorial Baptist church
building, loci5ted at Tenth and Main
Streets, Murray, will be conducted by
the Rev. Carroll Hubbard, pastor of the
church. on Jan. 2, according to officials
of the church.
Sales on the Murray Tobacco Market
will open here on Jan. 3.
Deaths reported this week include
Everett Outland, age 89, Will Ward,
Mrs. Cora Beach, Mrs. Polly Carnell,
County Judge E. P. Phillips, age 75, and
J. Frank Dic, age 76.
The Baptist Student Union of Murray
State College with Ralph Churchill as
secretary presented its Christmas
program on Dec. 26 at the First Baptist
Church. Among those on the program
50 Years Ago
were -0. C. Wells, Jr., John Irvan,
Geneva Outland, Laverne Ryan, Mary •
Frances Perdue, Theda Wilkins,
Evelyn Ruth Gingles, Margaret Ruth.{
Morris, Mattie Williams, A. B. Waters,!
Paul Lemons, Larry Hendon, Sally
Lemons, and R. H. Falwell, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Rains celebrates'
their golden wedding anniversary on
Dec. 25 at their home.
Marriages announced this week
include Alice Scarborough to Cecil Like "
on Dec. 25, Frances Amelia Waters to
James W. Thurmond on Dec. 24, Ruth
Pendergrass to Rex Watson on Dec. 25,
Zula Ann West to Arthur Ford Sykes on
Dec. 23, and Mary Sue Wade to Robert
Dennis Rowland on Dec. 25.
Prospects are good for a general
reworking of the entire telephone
system in Murray, according to E.
Browder, manager of the construction
department of the Southern Bell
Telephone Company here.
Deaths reported include Opal Wells,
J. Lowery Allen, Mrs. Herman Tutt,
Dr. Frank Beaman, and Mrs. Frank
Beaman, the latter two in a car ac-
cident near Paducah.
The annual First Regional Basketball
Tournament which decides the 1928
champion for Western Kentucky,tand
teams to represent the First Region in
the state tournament at Lexington will
be held at the Murray State College
auditorium-gym on March 8 and 9,
according to Rainey T. Wells, president
of the college.
The Rev. L: L. Awes spoke at the
prayer services at the First Christian
Approximately one-half million
pounds of tobacco were delivered by
growers on Dec. 29 to the five local
sales floors for the first sales to start on
Jan. 5.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Etta
Cooper Taylor, age 67.
Max B. Hurt, executive secretary of
the 'Murray Chamber of Commerce
sin4e it was formed three years ago,
has 'asked to be relieved of his duties by
March 1 to devote full time to other
business interests.
Mrs. R. T. Wells and Mrs. Robert
Broach presented the program at the
meeting of the Magazine Club held at
the home of Mrs. Ralph H. Woods.
Clifton Thurman, instructor at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tn.,
has been the guest of his father, the y
Rev. J. H. Thurman and Mrs. Thur-
man.
Ch u i on Wednes&Y.
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., and Gingles
Wallis who are attending college in
Memphis, Tn., are spending the
holidays with their parents.
"No dirty dishes to wash if you eat
Christmas dinner at the Blue Bird
Cafe," is the copy for the ad for the Blue
Bird in The Times-Herald this week.
This was the name of newspaper at
that time which was later consolidated
with others to form The Murray Ledger
& Times.
Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Editor R. Gene McCutcheon
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Babson Forecasts More Progress Throughout 1978
By Babson's Reports, Inc., Wellesley
Hills, Mass.—Despite a number of
developments that were either actually
or potentially unfavorable, the nation's
business turned in a solid achievement
for 1977. There were, to be sure, spells
of stuttering, but the encouraging
fundamental economic factors cited in
our forecast at this time a year ago
more than offset any negative con-
siderations. So, overall progress turned
out to be pretty much in line with our
predictions. One of the most unex-
pected aspects of 1977 was the per-
sistently defensive psychological at-
mosphere, in spite of the fact that ac-
complishment was even greater than
the historical expansion rate of the
economy (in real terms, after
discounting the effects of inflation).
Much of the skittishness of public
sentiment apparently came from such
elements as exceptionally bad weather,
encroachment of foreign goods,
wrangling over terms of an energy
policy, and getting used to the new
national leadership.
1978—More Progress Anticipated
The present upward phase of the
business cycle began in the spring of
1975. Thus, as 1978 makes its debut, the
business advance is already 32 months
old according to the Federal Reserve
Index of Industrial Production. By past
standards, this is fairly close to a
median life span, so there is no question
that the ascending phase of this cycle is
aging. The old adage "Trees do not
grow to the sky" could well make one
wonder whether time may not be
running out for this latest economic
uptrend. Studies made by the Research
Department of Babson's Reports,
however, do no yet show development
of the type of major imbalances thit
have brought past expansion phases to
an end. Observe, for instance, the
moderation in consumer spending as
well as in additions to productive
capacity by business, the absence of
unhealthy speculation, and the swift
corrections of top-heavy inventory
positions in virtually all parts of the
business fabric.
It is our opinion that this very state of
quiescence should tend to keep the
economic uptrend going well into 1978.
Whether the peak will come late in the
year is another matter, one which we
cannot foresee clearly at this moment.
If the exigencies of an election year
prompt economic pump-priming suf-
ficiently early in 1978, business will
undoubtedly react to such a fresh
Impetus and be able to postpone the
danger of a crestover. In any event, it
looks at present as though the nation's
economy still has enough momentum to
permit another stretch of progress on
the business front for 1978 as a whole.
r.conomic Profile of
The Year Ahead '
Twelve months ago, Babson's
predicted that the bulk of 1977's
economic strength vapid be con-
centrated in the first halif of the yea?,**
with the final trio quartets expected to
climb at a slower pace. This scenario
liai proved accurate. In the yearsitead,
it is likely that the performance will be
repeated, with more vitality in the first
two quarters than in the final two.
Barring labor disruptions, the first
three-month span of 1978 may ex-
perience the sharpest rate of advance.
While the trend should continue upward
throughout the year, the tempo will
doubtless slacken in each successive
quarter. All in all, 1978's results may
turn out to be less impressive than
those earlier recovery days and will
probably be extremely disappointing to
those who insist on greater economic
stimulation to make a significant dent
in the nation's still vast pool of the
unemployed. But such hopes are simply
overambitious in view of the realities of
worldwide economic stagnation and
inflation. Even so, the new year should
still turn out to be a period of domestic
economic growth roughly on a par with




Regardless of generally favorable
prospects, 1978 will not be a trouble-free
year. There will be concern over the
threat of increasing inflationary
pressures and the resultant worry over
the degree of credit restraint necessary
to keep prices in reasonable check.
There will also be anxiety over still
more foreign competition, especially as
it relates to the loss of domestic'jobs,
the nation's trade balance, and the
balance of international payment-
s—with the latter two factors bearing
directly on a weakened U. S. dollar.
Gross National Product
The Gross National Product (GNP),
a statistical expression of goods and
services produced in this economy,
should register a gain on the order of 11-
12 percent in 1978 compared with 1977.
The increment, however, will be
bloated by the effects of inflation, and
thus appear to compare favorably with
the achievements of the past two years
But, after adjusting for inflation, the
real GNP may show an advance of only
about 4 percent, a gain in constant
dollars that may be disappointing to
many even though it is a shade better
than the long-term growth rate of the
economy. Contributions from the
private and public sectors of the GNP
should be fairly equitable. In the
private sector, a sustained high level of
residential building and further bet-
terment in business outlays for capital
equipment will be vital bolstering in-
fluences on the economy as a whole.
The Specter Of Inflation
Fortunate for the economy this past
year was the constraint put upon
agricultural and food prices by the
hefty supplies of most items. Much of
the lessening in the damage wrought by
inflation as compared with 1976 was, in
fact, attributable to agri-based prices,
although in a sense it is regrettable that
the nation's farmers have "subsidized"
consumers in the fight against inflation.
Industrial commodities helped to the
extent that many primary metals
showed a slippage In prices which
re.itrained the tampa-of inflation. Next
year, however, conditions may not be
so fortuitous, and inflation could
average some 8 percent or perhaps a
shade lower. Much, of course, will
depend on the pricing policies of the
OPEC nations. If they lift prices 8
percent or less in total, it would not be
unduly damaging in the battle against
price runaways all along the line, but if
radical OPEC leaders prevail, a return
to double-digit inflation could occur in
1978.
Industrial Production
The physical volume of production
from the nation's factories, mines, and
utilities plants slipped a notch early in
1977 owing to the harsh winter weather
over many sections of the country. But
the uptrend which had started in the
spring of 1975 was rapidly restored, and
there was consistent progress until
midsummer when there was another
brief hesitation. Overall, however, the
"'average for 1977 exceeded that of 1976,
though the year-to-year percentage
increase was considerably more
limited than the 1976 surge over 475, as
the Babson 1977 Forecast anticipated.
While an extension of the uptrend into
1978 is expected—subject to possible
digressions resulting from labor
disputes—the rate of year-to-year in-
crement seems destined to shade off
somewhat, though not as sharply as in
1977.
Industrial output in general may rise
around 5 percent in the new year, only
fractionally less than during the year
just past. The economy can obviously
not count on much more than nominal
strength from industrial production in
1978, but tax relief of more than token
proportions for both individuals and
business could bring about a somewhat
better showing. Among the more
promising performers should be output
of railroad equipment, electrical and
electronic products, and building
materials. Some of 1977's more hesitant
_liner; such as steel, should manage to
chalk up at least modest improvement
Support From Business
Capital Equipment
Despite the limited contribution of
industrial activity, there should be
more efficient utilization of productive
facilities. Since some high-cost plant
and equipment were phased out in 1977,
business capital outlays in 1978 may
well post an advance in the 10-12 per-
cent range over those expenditures in
1977. At least half of the increment will,
however, reflect inflation, while
compliance with environmental and
safety standards will command a good
share of such spending. Thus, only a
modest improvement may be seen in
the nation's productive capacity. The
primary emphasis will be placed upon
cost-cutting productivity-boosting
machinery and equipment rather than
on new plant structures—a trend
already evident in orders for capital
equipment during much of 1977. There
will be no large-scale capital spending
upsurge of the type seen in other
business booms of the past thirty years,
even thought the competitive disad-
varitagh' ofwookity -Americo. goods- as
compared with foreign items strikingly
points up the need for modernizing
more of our domestic facilities.
A Little Help From
Inventory Stockpiling
There was a surprising step-up in
business inventory accumulation in
early 1977 as both businessmen and
consumers anticipated some form of
individual income tax relief. But when
the tax idea was scrapped, retail trade
slowed down and suddenly burdensome
inventories had to be liquidated—and
inventory changes may well swing
toward the positive side in 1978—aided
somewhat by the prospect of higher
prices. Business confidence, however,
is not strong enough to generate a real
splurge of a deterrent. Thus, we look for
the influence of business inventory
accumulation on industrial activity in
the new year to be more supportive
than expansive in nature..
Relatively Quiet Labor Front
Since relatively few labor pacts
expire in 1978, the economy is not likely
to suffer crippling national strikes of
major magnitude. The early weeks of
the new year, however, may feel some
dislocation as idle coal miners attempt
to finalize a national pact and settle
local grievances. Elsewhere, labor
problems will focus largely upon
negotiations in selected areas of the
clothing, textile, aircraft, airline, oil,
and shipbuilding industries, with the
possiblity of wildcat walkouts by
railroad workers. Yet, new contract
settlements along with terms of
existing multi-year contracts—plus the
hike in the minimum wage and ex-
panded coverage—will boost labor
costs.
Corporate Profits
and Dividends To Rise
Business profits after taxes should
manage a 10 percent kicrease in 1978.
While this would not qinte match I977's
year-to-year gain, the final outcome
could range a trigle higher if there were
a real break on the tax front. Corporate
profits face tough going as a result of
cost pressures and intense competition,
but management will stress operating
efficiencies and rapid price ad-
lustments to offset escalating costs.
With profits expected to trend higher,
dividend payments will be more
generous, even surpassing 1977's spate
of hikes.
Building And Construction
One of the towers of economic
strength in 1977 was private housing
starts, which climbed more than 26
percent over 1976 to around the 1,9-
million-unit level. Permits for new
residential building also held up well
during the year, assuring another near-
peak effort for 1978. Since home
building may inch upward only a bit
from 1977, it will help to maintain the
economy rather than to impel it toward
new heights. There will be more multi-
family units built than single homes.
Mortgage credit should be mostly
adequate in 1978.
While commercial and industrial
building showed some improvement
overt" Mk' nate-yesit,--ru-ilet
pressive. And we look for no surge in
1978. Heavy ebnstruction should ex-
perience moderate gains owing to




The new year will see new records for
employment and personal income, but
it will still not be easy to force the
jobless rate much below the 7 percent
mark. Though a further uptrend in
business should imply more Joo
openings, there. will not be a pro r-
tionate expansion of ernpl
because of* management's
awareness of soaring operating costs,
higher employment-related taxes, an
increased minimum wage, and a
greater need for skilled workers at a
time when new and inexperienced job
aspirants are flooding the work force.
Yet, new peaks in employment, longer
work weeks, and rising salaries and
pay rates will help to boost earned
incomes—and this will be augmented
by higher'social security outlays and
hikes in personal investment income.
Unless a solid federal Personal income
tax cut is enacted, however,
discretionary income (take-home pay)
will advance but will fail to keep pace
with the gain in gross personal income.
Consumer And
GovOl-nment Spending
Historically. high employment and
personal income plus the increasing
. likelihood of federal tax relief augur
well for consumer spending, even
though there will be countervailing
influences from inflation and larger
bills for fuel, energy, and other
"overhead". expenses. Overall, retail
trade could post an increase of 10
percent in 1978, but ex-inflation gains
may range only in the 3-4 percent area.
'Federal, state, and municipal
governments will boost their outlays in
the_new year, but much of the increase
will be due to -Inflation. Thtte win, defensive In ffin- The net result was ti
$
however, be some real gains to lend
support to the economy. The financial
status of many states and
municipalities has improved suf-
ficiently to permit more spending, but
the federal budget faces a massive
deficit.
Farm Prospects Improving
1977 was another bumper year for
American agriculture output, but the
depressed farm prices put many far-
mers in serious financial straits. The
recent step-ups in Soviet grain buying,
the government's directive for 1978
planting cutbacks, and the pressure of
farm groups for more substantial
assistance should improve farm con-
ditions somewhat. Another "grain
drain" with a resultant runaway of
farm prices does not seem likely.
Carryover grain stocks are abundant,
and it is heartening to note the im-
provement in soil moisture of late tir
many key growing regions which had
been plagued by drought.
Domestic Political
Foreign Affairs
The emphasis on-a national energy
--polioN-464,1110.4sos slated to be fantasied
444
by a massive tax ref ore effort. But the
Senate's intransigeance on energy
matters and the realities of the 1978
elections have forced a reshuffling of
priorities, with stress in the coming
year being laid on tax relief principally
for the individual, and only nominal
reform efforts elsewhere. Federal
spending priorities can also fall and full
employment programs face tough
resistance for cost reasons. Stricter
banking regulations, establishment of a
separate Department of Education,
return of the Postal Service to
Congressional authority, and an altered
version of the Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty could survive heated
debate and reach enactment.
With anti-war sentiment still strong,
we should be able to avoid military
involvement in 1978. Diplomatic, trade,
and monetary problems will be more
difficult to cope with, however, and will




The spurt in short-term interest rates
in 1977 and the Fed's anti-inflation
monetary policy brought fears of
another credit crunch. But it did not
develop, nor is a pinch likely in 1978.
Money supply is ample—in fact,
troublesomely large in view of in-
flationary pressures—but credit should
tighten somewhat during the year and
the prime lending rate of commercial
banks coule mover tip to 9 percent by
year's end. Long-term interest rates,
which have been far less volatile than
short-term rates in recent years, should
remain so in 1978, although the
Treasury's need to finance its pon-
derous deficit will inexorably nudge the
cost of long-term funds above the
current level.
Stock and Bond Outlook
Hit by a Myriad of uncertaintiesjked,
stock Market was mainly on the
keep the supply of attractively, priced-
stocks in good volume, especially from
the standpoint of the price-earnings
ratio. And with another year of healthy ;•
business expected plus confirming
boosts in dividend payments, investor
buying enthusiasm may be in greater
evidence in the stock market in 1978.
The plight of the dollar, however, and
anxiety over inflation could cause the
volatility of the past year to persist.
A reasonable projection for the Dow
Jones Industrial Average appears to be
from 800 on the low side to 1100 for a top
over the year ahead. At the present
time, there are plentiful supplies of
medium- and -good-quality common
stocks and convertible securities
available for sensible employment of
investor capital, whether the objective
be growth, income, or a reasonable
combination of both. Conservative
investors who seek safety and con-
tinuity of income will also be able to
find a good many reliable vehicles in
the bond market, where prospects of
somewhat higher interest rates in 1978 )..
should sustain this climate over the
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Murray Business News Wets
FUTURA DEBUT—Ford's new personal specialty car, the Futura, recently went on sale
locally. Futura complements Ford's lineup of Fairmont sedans and station wagons in-
troduced in October. A stylish coupe with high levels of comfort and luxury, Futura offers
an impressive ride, responsive handling and fuel economy rated best in its class by the
US Environmental Protection Agency.
I Tappan Introduces New• Tapir' Touch Microwave
A new full size Tappan
microwave oven, featuring
solid state Tap'N Touch
control panel and automatic
temperature probe, has been
announced by the Tappan
4
Appliance Division.
The new microwave oven
has no extruding timers or
dials, and is operated by a
finger touch on the smooth
glass control panel. A
We're Qualified!
Trust us to fill your prescriptions
exactly as your doctor ordered . .
swiftly and professionally.
FREE DELIVERY
The Clinic Pharmacy r 
104 N, Stb St — 7534302









We can put the property and liability
coverages you need to protect your farm
and your family in one convenient
MULTIGUARD policy.
And you have a choice of plans to protect
your home and personal possessions.
We can simplify things for you with
one insurance company, one premium pay-
ment, one renewal date, and one agent.
The Murray
Insurance Agency





panel then activates all
controls for cooking selection
and cooking time.
The automatic probe senses
interior temperature of foods
and turns the oven off




The oven is computerized to
the extent that it can be
programmed by the
homemaker to defrost frozen
foods for a specific time, then
automatically go into a
cooking cycle. At the end of
the cooking time, the oven is
turned off automatically to
split-second accuracy. Adding
to the -computer look" of the
. new Tap'N Touch model, is a
digital clock on the control
panel, which can also be set as
an automatic timing device.
At the end of the set time
period, a tone reminder is
activated automatically. The
new oven features six memory
levels and includes ten dif-




have been included to irn-
mediately show the
homemaker if a mistake is
made in programming a
cycle.
The new model 156-48881 is
described as fully deluxe by
Tappan sales officials, and
has beep styled with black
glass door and chrome trim
for a modernistic appearance.
The top and sides feature a
dark brown wood grain decor.
Other deluxe features in-
cluded on thte new oven in-
clude a browning element to
put the finishing touch on fast
cooking foods, oven window
and interior light, siile-swing
door with full height piano
hinge, Posi-latch door handle
anda removable molded glass
oven bottom.
Tappan officials say the new
oven represents the "second
generation" in microwave
oven styling and function. The
first microwave oven for
home. use was introduced
Tappan in 1955.
James R. Hamilton I
Completes Tile Course
James R. Hamilton of
Hamilton Tile and Masonry
recently completed a two-day
James R. Hamilton
course of instruction at the
Holiday Inn in Fat City, New
Orleans, on the installation of
American Olean—Ttle Coin-
pany's Redi-Set tile systems.
American Olean, a leader in
the ceramic tile industry,
sponsors Redi-Set schools in
various locations across the
country for the purpose of
educating builders and
professional tile install.:rs in
this modern new method of
tile installation.
Redi-Set systems consist of
large . pre-grouted sheets of
both glazed and unglazed
ceramic tile, as well as
packaged bathtub and shower
surround units. The tiles are
pregrouted with a flexible,
water-repellant grout which,
with minimum maintenance,
offers increased stain and
mildew resistance over most
standard cement grouts.
Light Blue Metallic
Most Poplar Okft Color
LANSING, Mich.—lryou
drive a 1977 light blue
metallic Oldsmobile you
are not alone.
That color was the most
popular during the 1977
model year. Nearly 150,000
Oldsmobile buyers chose
light blue metathc, ac-
counting for 12.6 percent of
the total cars ordered.
Robert Dustan, Old-
smobile's color and interior
dim engineer, said the
popularity of that color was
rather predictable.
"There is a trend toward
the more conservative
colors today—toward the
blues. The colors are also
lighter and cleaner than a
few years ago. Our blues
are almost silvery now,"
he explained.
Dustan's comment about
silvery was right on target.






Distributors have elected and
installed the following officers
for 1978:
John R. Raker, president
(Of Rudd Construction
Equipment Company);
W. T. Kitchen, vice
president (Of Kentucky
Machinery, Inc. 1;
Jack W. Blair, treasurer (Of
Midco-Kentucky Company,
Inc.);
Ray H. Stoess will continue





Food costs take a large
portion of the budget for
most families. Here's
one way to keep food
costs down: Do your
grocery shopping When
you're not hungry.
Studies show that you'll
by Bill Boyd buy less of the fancy,
more expensive foods.
We don't think our savings accounts as "fancy"




silver metallic. More than
130,000 buyers ordered
Oldsmobiles in that color.
Surprisingly, white was
the third most popular
color on the Olds color
charts. This color was
ordered by 10.9 percent of
the buyers meaning there
are 123.,000 white 1977
Oldsmobiles on the road.
Dustan claims that
should not be a surprise.
-White can be combined
with many interior colors
and when you add a vinyl
top, the whole appearance
of the car changes," he
explained.
Ranking fourth and fifth
in popularity were brown







certain people and per-
sonalities tend to buy.
certain colors, although
there are exceptions.
"There are a lot of
medium color people—the
ones who always buy cars
that are medium green or
medium blue. The color
seems to matter less to




works two to three model
years ahead. But just_Jike
people involved in the
fashion industry and in-
terior design, he is able to
check the pulse of the color
conscious to see what lies
ahead.
"1 work closely with the
General Motors Design
Staff. They pull together a
pilette of colors which are
proper for our product. Not
only do we have to deter-
mine which colors will be
popular, but we have to
take into consideration
what those colors will look
like on our Oldsmobiles,"
he added.
'`----






"When you ploy, play with all your might and




-The Businessman's Choice For Fine Pri,rig-
102 North 4th Street— Murray, Ky. 42071 753-5397
A New Horizon
NEW KIND OF CAR FOR AMERICA--Plymouth is expanding its product offer
ings to the Horizon—a new name plate for a new generation of efficiency-sized, Amer-el
lean-built cars. Newest adition to the Plymouth line is a front-wheel-drive, 4-passen
ger, 4-door hatchback by American engineers for American drivers and roads. ,!
Horizon is versatile, fuel and space efficient car offering economy in purchase and i
operation, value, utility, and function and is fun to drive. Excellent handling level r
from such items as traction and stability of front-wheel drive, front and rear suspen-
sion with anti-sway features makes it as much at eaF.e on interstate as city streets.
Wheelbase: 99.2"; length: 164.8"; width: 66.2" and height, 53.4". Engine: transverse, t -
front-mounted 104.7-cubic-inch, 4-cylinder with overhead cam. Many options includ-
ing power steering, power front disc brakes, air conditioning, AM/FM stereo, multi- j.
function roof rack and variety of interior -'exterior trims such as simulated woodgrain%
decor. Four-speed manual transaxle is standard. A 3-speed automatic will be optional.
I Chrysler Corporation FundCreates Student Loan Program
•
DETROIT — Chrysler
Corporation and the Chrysler
Corporation Fund has an-
nounced the creation of the
Chrysler Student Loan
Program.
The program, which begins
January 1, . 1978, allows
dependent children of full-
time hourly or salaried em-
ployees of Chrysler and its U.
S. subsidiaries to obtain loans
for their college education at
lendlitig institutions where
neither the student nor
parents has an account.




Kentuckians in need of new
homes will have an op-
portunity in January to see
more than 250 manufactured
homes of the most modern
design and construction on




throughout the nation will be
exhibiting the very latest
ideas in housing design, decor,
interior and exterior, at the
biggest show of its kind to be
held January 10-15. On Friday,
Saturday and Sunday of that
week, the public may attend
and browse through the new
homes at leisure. The National
Manufactured Housing Show,
held each year at Louisville
will have the theme, "Housing
America—Today and
Tomorrow."
The first three days of the
Show is reserved for dealers
and others in the manufac-
turing housing business. At 3
p.m., January 13, the show
goes public with an entrance
fee of $2.00 per adult. The
show is held each year by the
National Housing Institute.
Early market forecasts
indicate that there will be a
jump of about 25 percent in
purchases of manufactured
housesS 1978 as compared
with 1977 figures).
ending instiMions in its
cities to Make these
loans available. The loans will
be guaranteed by United
Student Aid Funds; Inc., or by
a state or federal educational
loan agency.
The interest on the loan will
be paid through payroll
deductions or by the U.S.
Government, depending on





applications will be available
at Chrysler personnel offices.
Only full-time students who
have completed their fresh-
man year are eligible. The
student may attend any four-
year degree-granting college,




Chrysler will administer the
i
.1)
loan program, but will
determine eligibility for a loan f
or the amount to be loaned.
An eligible student may
borrow up to $1,500 per year 4i
up to a maximum of $7,500.
The student is responsible for



























































• Reg. s9.98 Yard
• Machine Wash
• Ideal For Sweaters,
Robes, Shirts, Etc.
a
PAGES THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES. Saturday, December 31, 1977
V"‘" 11, 'V V
The Greatest Bargain Event Of The Year-Hancock Fabrics













• NOTHING HELD BACK. . . EVERYTHING MUST GU
























Open Mon.-Fri. 9 A.M. - 8:30 P.M.
Saturday 10 AM-6 PM
Cardinal Point Shopping Center
master ;_narcie
ENTIRE










PENDLE TON WOOL EN MILLS
0 TL AND. OREGON















H20 WASHABLE WOOL BLEND 60" PRINTED CHALLIS




Plaids & Solid Flannels $398Yard
• 80% Polyester-20% Wool
• Machine Wash
• Ideal for Scarfs, Shawls &
Dresses












60" POLY-COTTON PLUSH VELOUR
$198
AL Yard
ENTIRE STOCK — FALL
CORDUROYS $100
CALICOS




INSTANT DRESSES & SKIRTS
• One Seam & A Hem
• Long Silk Q161-16 Dresses
• Wool Plaid & Solid Skirts
• Pleated Challis Print Skirts
1/2 OFF
A. A. A. /LA\ A lk Ah. Al. A. AA.A.A....16A. A. A. A AA AA A.AA. ALA. A.A. A.
ENTIRE KNIT SHAWLSSTOCK!
• Full Size No Sewing
• Pre-Fringed
• Washable
• Nothing To Sew
• Reg. '7.98 to '15.00
$ 9
Each
ALA, A, Adik 40, A, AL „di,,AL Adi ALA", 4& ALA. A AL A. AA A A A AA Aik A. A A. AA AA AAAA. AA A AAA AL























PAGE 6 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & ieltkIi-S, Saturday, December 31, 1177
•
A
Racers Edge Mercer In Overtime,
Thirdkill's Shot Gives
Murray State 85-83 Win
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Freddie Overton is begin-
rung to set the light at the end
of the tunnel and soon, the
sunshine of fortune may be
beaming on his Murray State
basketball team.
Having wandered through a
cave of darkness which had
cast an eerie shadow on the
program at MSU, Overton was
full of optimism Friday night
after his Racers pulled out an
exciting 85-83 overtime vic-
tory over Mercer in the
consolation game of the
Evansville Memorial Tour-
nament.
The Racers had come into
the game with a 3-6 record oh
the heels of a 59-52 loss to New
Orleans Thursday in the
opening round in a game that
found the Racers going over 10
minutes without scoring and
during the span, missing
about 20 consecutive shots.
Murray wasn't the same
ballet& Friday. They played
with confidence and when it
looked like they were beaten,
tliey just gave it that little
extra, push and somehow
managed to find more within
themselves. It was a win, an
impressive, one, but; it was
only one game.
However, if Murray can
continue to play with as much
discipline, organization,
teamwork and intensity as
they did against Mercer, then
the Racers could definitely be
back in the groove for the
thick of the league race.
While nothing would fall for
Murray Thursday, everything
seemed to fall right against









f-Ati;mmorsan 0:0-x BIG 4:4'
€10
IOC
"ROPLAyr 'I. VW 410111tkas V.r. 0 •
50C OFF
On Any 20 Exposure COLOR
sit twt_ cotrpom ROLL
Of .F COM) INTED
i 
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M OE FROM ANY SLIDE OR COLOR NEGATIVE
BIG 11#UWE J ENLARCASENTI PER COUPON'.1jAyt a.' is A. W. '40 i0
ZglihAw.
St
Se.4. WO- 701...fass" • 01'0P,
Slidc &Movic si 39
Proccssing •20 EXPOSURE SLIDES 4144) NI E. XPOSUILE










for Mike Muff and Johnnie
Thirdkill. Both were simply
phenornonal. However, it was
Thirdkill who earned the role
as the hero.
Working off the four-comer
offense, Thirdkill took theLball
and soared to ttie "bucket
where he tried a slam-dunk,
only to have the ball pop out.
But he was fouled on the play
and he hit two free throws to
give the Racers an 83-80 lead
with 1:15 left in the overtime.
But the excitement wasn't
over yet.
With just 56 seconds left, 6-3
junior guard Stewart Reese
worted inside and hit a
bucket. On the play, 6-11
Danny Jarrett of the Racers
picked up his fifth foul. Reese,
who finished with 29 points in
the game and made the All-
Tournament Team, hit the
free throw for the three-point
play and tied the game at 83.
Murray then went into the
four-corner offense, which
they worked to perfection
every time they used it. And
with just five seconds left,
Thirdkill let loose with a 10-
footer from the right side. The
shot fell through and Mercer
got a tinaeout with a second
left but a'deaperation shot at
the horn didn't even come
near the backboard.
"We. just tried to play our
game, nothing fancy,"
Overton said. "We were
playing with confidence. We
started hitting our shots. We
believed in ourselves and that
,was the key.
"I never had any doubts
about the 'shot Thirdkill took.
We wanted either him or Mike
Muff to shoot but when
Johnnie shot it, I knew the
game was over," said
Overton.
04,17hirdki1l came to Murray
rated as one of the top jucco
0 players in the country. He.r showed everyone he has the
skill to become one of the best
I, players in the OVC this
season.
Hel&g take control of the
boardrand playing beautiful
ball from both inside and
outside, Thirdkill finished
with 25 points and grabbed
down nine rebounds.
And then there was Mike
Muff, who for the last two
genies has found himself
playing as a guard on offense.
MISS YOUR PAPER' I
Subeatben rim Wye sat
rwsitted *Mr IsaawilssiMerml
espy .4Th. Murray larager
Times by 5:30 p.m. Alraday-
Friday
.
 it by 3:30 p.m. as kiw-
i*, ars urged ta eel 753-1916
Wawa 5:341 p.a. and 6 p.a.,
Maaday-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
aW 4 pm. Satmliaw, to Maw
delivery 64 tbs rwartquarar. Calls
most be Miami b14 p.m. west-















(lark Bro's. Buildings will not rust
-never need painting
A I ,UMINUM WINDOWS
(lark Bro's. Builders Use The Very Best Kiln Dried Lumber To Assure Only Top Quality
Construction.
NO MAINTENANCF,' .
for the very best in aluminum building, contact your local Clark Bro.'s. Building Dealer:
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IIIRECOAIING A LOCAL DEALER FOR IS Of MOULD MI TO PUMAS' A NUM CALL55.
DAVID OR DOUG CURS
CLARK BROTHERS BUILDERS
POPLAR BLUFF, MISSOURI
HIGHWAY 60 FAST PHONt (314) 785-6555
Muff Nil by far his best game
of his Isreer as he hit for 37
points and earned himself a
place on the All-Tournament
Team along with MVP Gary
Wilson of Southern
Ardith Wearren of New
tE)rleans, Wayne Cooper of
New Orleans and of course the
hot-shooting Reese of Mercer.
Muff hit 13 of 17 shots from
the free throw line and wound
up with a game-high 15
rebounds.
Again, Danny Jarrett was
awesome. Though he scored
only seven points, he was
simply ''.nutstan*g. He
grabbed down 10 rebounds and
had four clean blocks, several
times bringing the crowd to.
life.
Donnell Wilson, though
scoring just four points as he
had an off night from the field,
pulled down 10 rebounds.
Jimmy Warren added 12
points and it was his fine
outside shooting early in the
overtime period that helped
establish the momentum for
the Racers.
"When you put people 'in
there and leave them in, they
are eventually going to turn
into players, if they have any
talent," Overton said.
"Take Jarrett for instrwce.
He had ben playing in five a,.(1
six-minute stretch,. That
puts pressure on a gu)
because he begins to worry
about making mistakes. But
now, we're able to leavr.
people in and let them play
and they're not so much
worried about making
mistakes.
"Our kids really had a good
tune aroiind the motel today
and they enjoyed each other.
We showed a lot of harmony
on the floor and I think we're
showing it off the floor too,"
Overton added.
Murray trailed mostf the,
second half and the game
ended with—the- regulation
score being tied at 70. With 47
seconds left, Muff hit two free
throws to tie the game at 70
and Mercer took over and
stalled until they called a
timeout with 13 seconds'left.
But Murray's pressure
defense forced Mercer to
throw the ball away and the
Racers took possession with
two seconds left. Overton used
two consecutive timeouts.
Murray tied to inbounds the
ball but a Mercer player hit it
and a second ran off the clock
and it was still the Racers'
ball. Overton then 'called
another timeout, his thirein
one second.
The ball was inbounded at
rindcourt and Warren fired up
a desperation shot that fell
short, forcing the game into
overtime where the Racers
dominated the play and then
of course won with Thirdkill
providing the heroics.
The OVC race begins next
Saturday night when the
Ricers play at East Ten-
nessee and suspended players
John Randall, Bobo Jackson
and Lenny Barber will miss
that '4gtune along with the
following Monday's game at
Tennessee Tech. But after
January 11, they'll be back
and eligible to play again.
"They are still a part of this
team," Overton said.
We need to get our heads
together because the three
players can help us. They are
good kids and they can all play
ball and I still care for them
very much,", Overton added.
In the championship game
of the tourney, it was another
overtime as Southern Illinois
nipped New Orleans 65-64.
/ARM
fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
131..ack  3-8 0-2 7 5 6
Daugherty 8-20 2-3 5 4 18
Fiche 2-4 0-1 8 5 4
Everette 5-6 0-0 2 3 10
Reese . . 12-23 5-5 7 3 29
Walker 0-0 0-2 8 1 0
kWIS 3-7 0-0 5 3 6
Linvifie 2-7 0-1 1 0 4
Ross  •  2-3 2-2 2 0 6
Totals 37-78 9-16 41" 24 83
1114111AYSTATV
fg-f ga ft-ha rb pf Op
Willy. 2-11 0-0 10 1 4
11 11-22 2-s . 9 429
Jarrett  3-7 1-4 10 5 7
Muff . 12-n 13-17 15 2 32-
Warren 5-12 2-2 2 1 12
Lowry 0-1 0-0 I 1 0
Kelly . . 0-1 0-0 0 2 0
effler. 0-2 0-0 1 0 0
Totals . 13-79 19-20 49 16 85
Mercer 38 72 13-63
Murray 34 36 1S—
BIG MAN FOR TWO — Danny Jarrett (55) of the Racers
had another outstanding game as he came through with 10
rebounds, seven points and four blocked shots. Here, he














THIli WINNER — Johnnie Thirdkill of the Racers sends home the winning shot over Jeff
Linville of Mercer. Thirdkill released the shot with five seconds left but Mercer couldn't get
a timeout called until there was just one second left and a wild, desperation shot didn't come
near the backboard, much less the goal.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
War
•
BEST GAME a- Mike Muff 40) of the Racerkeame close to matching his number as be
fired in 37 points in the win over Mercer Friday. Muff was unbelievable as he showed superb
-outside shooting ability and also hit 13 of 17 from the free throw line in addition to pulling
down 15 rebounds.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PAGE 7 TtiE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Saturday, December 31, 1977
TOUGH MAN TO STOP - Jimmy Warren ( la) of the
Racers has a hand in the face of Stewart Reese (20) of
Mercer and that's about all that can be done to defense the
hot-shooting Mercer guard. Reese, who had been averaging
11.3 points per game, exploded for 29.
SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
•














(MURRAY LEDGER so TIMES )
PORTS
Pitt Romps Clemson
34-3 In Gator Bowl
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.
(AP) - For Matt Cavanaugh
and the Pitt Panthers, it was
like taking candy from a baby.
A man against boys. Even the
embarrassed Clemson Tigers
admitted it.
-He's the closest thing I've
ever seen in college football to
a pro quarterback," said line-
backer Randy Scott, one of the
Clemson defenders who tried
without success to halt Cav-
anaugh's record-breaking
aerial show Friday night in
Pitt's 34-3 Gator Bowl romp.
"He's a pro. and we're still
playing college football."
Cavanaugh's next stop is the
National Football League and
he did plenty to boost his mar-
ket value against outmanned
Clemson. He completed 23 of
37 passes for 387, yards, the
last figure a Gator Bowl and
Pitt record.
The htird-nosed 210-pound
senior from Youngstown, Ohio
hurled scoring passes of 39, 11
and 25 yards to Elliott Walker
and a 10-yarder to Gordon
Jones.
"I shudder to think what he
would have done had he
stayed healthy," Coach Jackie
Sherrill said of his quar-
terback, who broke the major
bone in his left forearm in the
first period of an opening-
game loss to Notre Dame anii




Tigers finished 8-3-1 and
earned their first bowl bid in
18 years, had nothing but
lavish praise for Cavanaugh
and the.entire Pitt team.
Cavanaugh was on target
from the start, completing 11
of 18 for 211 yards in the first
half, including two touch-
downs to Walker.
Cavanaugh was fired up for
this game, even though it car-
ried nothing of the importance
of last year's Sugar Bowl,
which gave Pitt the 1976
national championship.
Cavanaugh won Most
Valuable Player hRnors in that
one, too, even Tough Tony
FOOTBALL
DALLAS - Pat Haggerty
was named referee for Sun-
day's s National Football
Conference championship
game between the Minnesota
Vikings and Dallas Cowboys.
The rest of the officiating
'staff announced Friday in-
clude umpire Gordon Wells,
head linesman Al Sabato, line
judge Dean Look, back judge
Tom Kelleher and field judge
Dick Dolack.
DESK ACCESSORIES
We Have Limited Amounts Of:
fr Desk Accessories 20 to 25%
Pen Sets By Parker, Shafer, Paper Mate
A Few Portable 10% Off
Electric Typewriters
1./ Samsonite Luggage 25% on
Attache-Brief Cases 10-15% on




Dorsett rushed for a record
202 yards.
Sharing the spotlight with
Cavanaugh were Jones, who
caught 10 passes for 163 yards,
and Walker, who grabbed six
for 121. Meanwhile, Pitt's de-
fense shut down Clemson
quarterback Steve Fuller, the
Atlantic Coast Conference
Player of the Year, and in-
tercepted him four times -
the same number he had in-




By The Associated Press
EAST
Maine 74, Canisius 67 ,
Clemson 100, Boston U 55
Detroit 89, Marshall 84




Virginia Tech 81, Geo Wash-
ington 79
W Virginia 76, Cleveland St
66
MIDWEST
Illinois St 93, Long Island 68
Navy 67, Butler 65
SOUTHWEST
McNeese St 92, Portland 77
Texas-El Paso 75, Le-
Tourneau 44
Texas Lutheran 77, TCU 76
FAR WEST
California 83, Cal-Irvine 50
Great Falls 82, Pacific Luth
70
San Francisco St 71, Colum-
bia 69
Santa Clara 105, San Jose St
_71




San Francisco 102, Arizona
St 90
Consolation




Kansas 67, Kansas St 62
Consolation
Missouri 87, Oklahoma St 75
Cabrillo Classic
Champioship
Sari Diego St 91, Purdue 84
Consolation
Pittsburgh 80, Fordham 76
Evansville Holiday
Championship
S Illinois 65, New Orleans 64,
20T
Consolation
Murray St 85, Mercer 83, OT
Far West Classic
Championship Round
Colorado St 49, Oregon St 44
Third Place




Washington 81, Illinois 68
Seventh Place
Oregon 77, Rice 74
Herald and News Tourney
Championship




E Montana 67, N Caro-Char-
lotte 65
Consolation
Montana St 84, Kent St 64
Lobo Invitational
Championship
Syracuse 96, New Mexico 91
Consolation




Michigan St 102, New
Hampshire 55
Consolation
Old Dominion 86, SMU 78 Pil-
lsbury Classic
First Round
Minnesota 66, Air Force 50




Brigham Young 88, Hawaii
78
Fifth Place
Rhode Island 64, Lafayette
60
Third Place




Virginia 85, Southern Cal 57
Consolation
Temple 74, Auburn 73
By The Associated Press
Bob Gaillard thought he was
watching a movie, the one
where the local boy comes
back to his hometown and
scores a bushel full of points to
lead his team to the tour-
nament championship.
"It was a great per-
formance - right out of a
script," said Gaillard, the San
Francisco coach, after wat-
ching Winford Boynes score a
career-high 40 points to lead
the 19th-ranked Dons to a 102-
90 victory over Arizona State
and the championship of the
42nd All College basketball
tournament in Oklahoma City
Friday night.
Boynes, a 6-foot-7 junior
from Oklahoma City, scored
13 consecutive points to break
the game open after Arizona
State had led 79-74 with 8:16
left
San Francisco, Syracuse, Virginia,
Kansas Gain Tourney Wins
4
while Shackleford scored 10 of
his 12 points iti the rally.
Freshman forward Mike
Owens poured in 10 points in
the last five minutes to give
unbeaten Virginia its seventh
victory of the season. Ownes
finished with 23 points and the
Cavaliers' other freshman
forward, Jeff Lamp, scored
18.
Donnie Von Moore scored 20
points and John Douglas hit
crucial free throws down the
stretch to help Kansas to its
come-from-behind victory
over Kansas State in the Big
Eight tourney.
Harry Davis scored 11 of
Florida State's first 13 points
AFC Crown On
Line In Denver
In other games games in- Oakland Game
volving Top Twenty teams,
No. 10 Syracuse won the Lobo
Invitational by beating host
New Mexico 96-91, No. 16
Virginia captured the title in
the Sugar Bow tournament
with an 85-82 triumph over
Southern Cal, No. 17 Kansas
won the Big Eight crown by
edging Kansas State 67-62, No.
18 Florida State beat Tulane
71-56 in a first-round game in
the Pillsbury Classic and No.
20 Detroit defeated Marshall
89-84 in a non-tolirnament
contest.
Boynes, the most valuable
player of the All College tour-
ney, scored 24 points to lead
the Dons to a 56-51 halftime
lead. After the Sun Devils
pulled in front 79-74, he scored
five field goals and three free
throws in a three-minute span
to put San Francisco in corn-
'.. •mend.
The win avenged an 89-7,9
loss the Dons suffered at th'--.--"lrnovers will be crucial in
hands of Arizona State earlier Sunday's contest as well.
this season in the Sun Devil "Denver has been living on
Classic.
Bill. Cartwright added 20
points for the Dons, 9-3, while
Rick Taylor led Arizona State,
7-5, with 19.
Ross Kindel and Dale
Snackleford sparked a second
half Syracuse rally against
New Metier), Kindel, a 6-2
guard, hit 15 of his game-high
M points as the Orangemen
battled back after trailing 53-




COVINGTON, Ky. ( AP) -
A referee collapsed, dead of
an apparent heart attack,
while officiating at a high
schoolinisketball game at
Covington High School Friday
night. •
Dead is Thomas O'Donnell,
43, of Dayton. Members of the
Covington Fire Department
rescue squad, who were on
duty at the game r, between-
Covington and Bethel, made
several attempts to revive
O'Donnell, but failed.
O'Donnell, an employee .of
E.F. McDonald Co., a Dayton
wholesale distributing firm,
also officiated college games
for the Hoosier-Buckeye, Mid-








dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
persons remain in





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to











call Bonnie Ashby at
7534362.
DENVER (AP) - Craig
Morton has an inflamed hip
and Ken Stabler a wobbly
knee, but the injuries are
considered routine at this
stage of the National Football
League season. Both will be in
the starting lineup and figure
to go the distance Sunday in
the American Football Con-
ference championship game.
Sunday's Oakland-Denver
matchup is the third this sea-
son between the two teams,
with each winning on the
opponent's field in the
previous contests.
Turnovers made the differ-
ence in both earlier games. In
the first affair in Oakland, the
Raiders suffered seven inter-
ceptions and a fumble and lost
30-7. In the rematch in Den-
ver, the Raiderssapitalized on
three Bronco turnovers and
rolled to 6-a 24-14 triumph.
There's reason to believe
turnovers all season," ob-
served Stabler, one of the
game's
passers
and finished -wtt..2 ag the
Seminoles pulled -awry .freim
'Mane at the end, scoring 17
of the game's last 22 points.
Mychal Thompson, Min-
nesota's 6-10 star center, re-
turned to action after a six-
game NCAA suspension to
score 17 points and lead the
Gophers toil 66-50 victory over
Air Force in the other first
round game of the Pillsbury
Classic.
Senior forward John`Long
scored 29 points, including
seven down the stretch, as
Detroit raised its record to 9-1
with a victory at Marshall.
Elsewhere, Southern Illinois
beat New Orleans 65-64 in




Oregon State 49-44 in overtime
to capture the Far West
...Classic; Michigan State
"Ii.ounced New Hampshire 102-
55 to take the title in the ODU
Classic, and Eastern Montana
edged North Carolina-
Charlotte 67-65 in the cham-
pionship game of the KOA
•Classic.
In non-tournamtnt games, it
was Iona 78, Fairleigh Dickin-
son 61; Maine 74, Canisius 67;
Clemson 100, Boston U. 55;
Virginia Tech 81, George
Washington 79; West Virginia
76, Cleveland State 66; Illinois
State 93, Long Island 68; Navy
67, Butler 65; St. Louis 74,
Missouri-St. Louis 54; Lamar
87, Centenary 62; McNeese
State 92, .Vortland 77;
California 83, Cal-Irvine 50;
Utah 80, Idaho State 73; Weber
State 82, Sacramento State 74;
Santa Clara 105, San Jose
r4-State 77,. and 
San'Francisco, 
State 71, Columbia 69.
Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
• 753-4758-1
641 North, Center Drive
Now piwkists Peocults Nouse, WW1 Cad %men' Used Cart
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
5..x101   milts $16°°
S'x16' • mont 52300h
8'110'  Month 52500
10'x16'.   month $40°°
First, you save money on your electric bill. When you use
electricity wisely, you eliminate waste and that almost always
means a decrease in kilowatthours used.
Secondly, your conservation enables us to use existing
distribution facilities more efficiently, postponing the installa-
tion of new, more expensive equipment.
Thirdly, it reduces the overall amount of power TVA must
produce, errabling it to operate more from the cheaper sourtes.
such as nuclear generators.
Go esy on energy. It helps in many ways, beginning with
your budget.
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lore is dedicated to the hunters fishermen and others who enjoy the out or duo,
Butch Greer Outdoor Editor
Don't letllintir Discourage
Your Outdoor Activities
• By JOHN WILSON
If You found a brand new rod
and reel under the Christmas
, there's no reason to wait
.3gitil spring to try it out. Fish
:Can be, and are, caught year-
round in Kentucky.
**Often it's the ittgler's
' cOmfort and not the inactivity
of the fish which discourages
winter fishing. But if Santa
also brought you a good set of
insu!ated underwear and
perhaps a 'pair of electrically
- heated socks, there's no
reason why you shouldn't try
out that new tackle now.
A couple of important things,




Again this year Ohio
Wildlife Research Center has
tagged some great blue heron
in conjunction with research
on the migration of these
birds. Any Kentucky sport-
smen sighting a great blue
heron with a tag is asked to
report the tag color and
number to Jim Durell of Game
Management. Researchers
are particularly interested in
reports of live birds.
fishing is that fish slow down
both their activity rate and
their food intake as the
temperature drops. They
don't require much food and
they certainly don't want to go
chasing after it.
So thinkismall and slow. A
black jig crawltd along the
bottom or a live nightcrawler
dangled in front of a bass's
nose will often produce
results, but don't expect much
action from the same lures or
the rapid retrieves which
caught fish for you last July.
The other important con-
sideration every fisherman
should take into account is
that cold waters and deserte
lakes are dangerous. Even
strong swimmers can't last
more than a few minutes in
cold water, and hypothermia
( a sometimes fatal lowering of
the body's internal tem-
perature) can strike even
when air temperatures are
above freezing.
So always wear a U.S. Coast
Guard approved personal
floatation device, let others
know where you're going and
when you plan to return. In
other words, generally
exercise more caution.4ran
you do in summer.
Also remember that you'll
need a 1978 fishing license
aster Dec. 31, and that
beginning Jan. 1, the size limit
OUTBOARDS
Better in the long run. Come see why'
From 2 to 140 h.p. available






Another year is behind us.
In retrospect some of the
things that stand out as being
big events for 1977 must in-
clude the B.A.S.S. state
chapter national tournament
held out of Ken Lake Marina
and the gigantic alligator gar
reaching 7 feet or more which
was brought out of Kentucky
Lake off a commercial line. A
major fish population study
was proposed by the
American Fisheries Society
which%as since been accepted
and will take place in the
Crooked Creek Embayment of
Barkley Lake in September,
1978. The American Bass
Fishermen Grand Prix
Tourney was held on Ken-
tucky Lake this . year,
headquartered at Sportsman't'
Lodge, and fished by two local
fishermen, Charles Storey and
Hugh Massey.
The Fish & Game Com-
mission adopted a regulation
allowing hunters to use cer-
tain handguns during gun
season for deer this year. New
falconry regulations were
handed down by the federal
government and implemented
by the state, requiring all
falconers to satisfactorily
pass a test and have their
birds banded. A great tragedy
occured recently when an
irresponsible person shot and
killed an immature bald eagle
near Jonathan Creek. A live,
but injured, hawk was found
nearby, the result of the same
person.
Many area sportsmen were
saddened by the loss of Paul
Winstead, Supervisor of the
Fist Wildlife District. Paul
was well-liked in the sport-
smen's community and live in
Marshall Co. where he
directed the activities of the 16
conservation officers in this
district. Steve Yontz filled the
supervisor's post before being
appointed t6 the number two
position at Frankfort in the
division of wildlife law en-
forcement. David Loveless,
former Marshall Co. con-
servation officer, was ap-
pointed his successor..
Calloway Co. received a new
conservation officer early this
year. Gerald Alexander
settled into the Lynn Grove
area and has gained his
reputation as a fine game
warden.
Many fish were caught and
an abundance of game was
taken home by area sport-
smen in the year 1977. The
stories and tales of how the
fish were caught or how the
game was outwitted would no
doubt fill voliunesik of en-
cyclopedia proportion. All are
worth telling, but we don't
have the room. However, we
all need to recognize one
young hunter who has ac-
complished something
unusual around these parts. It
is a recent event that still has
some amazed. The story goes
that a group of goosehunters
got together and among them
was Reed Hornsby. Seems as
though Reed split from the
group to seek a better vantage
point. And, according to the
story, gain the advantage he
did. He happened to pick the
very spot where a flock of
geese flew close enough to hit
them with a broom stick. Reed
bagged his limit on that pass.'
His brother Robin watched aa
the geese fell. The story is
worth listening to next time
you see Reed or Robin. tql
The lid from a 2-pound size tub of margarine makes an ideal basement storage area for
gas lantern paraphernalia. Spare mantels, and extra generator, matches and wrench can
be safely kept in the plastic lid which snaps snugly onto the recessed lantern bottom.
Smaller-based lanterns may call for the use of a plastic lid from a 2-pound coffee can.
Commercially-made metal storage trays can be purchased but digging into the kitchen
drawers may come up with the cheaper and equally effective item.
on black bass . (largemouth,
smallrnouth arid Kentucky )
will be 12 inches (30.5 cen-
timeters). Many anglers mark
a length cooresponding to the
size limit on their rod handles,
tackle boxes, boat gunwales or
some other convenient
location so they'll have a
handy way to make sure the
fish they catch are keepers.
With the new size limit on
bass, this system is a good
way to remind yourself that
you can't keep those 10-inch
babies any more.
Hunters still have ample
time to try out that new
Christmas shotgun, but
remember that the squirrel
season only runs through Dec.
31. Rabbit season will be open
• 




Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires





Photo By Butch Greer
through Jan 31, while quail
and grouse may be hunted
through the last day of
February.
If you got a new archery
outfit for Christmas,
remember that the last day of
the deer bow season is Dec. 31,
but you can hunt small game
with bow and arrow during the
regular open seasons.
First Part of Fish and Wildlife Aid
#
To States Top $37 Million
Over $37 million of Federal
Aid funds for sport fish and
wildlife restoration and hunter
safety programs has been
apportioned by Secretary of
the Interior Cecil D. Andrus to
the States and the govern-
ments of Puerto-Rico, Guam,
the Virgin Islands, and
American Samoa for use after
October 1.
Secretary of the Interior
Cecil D. Andrus said the $37
million was the first of two
installments that are to be
distributed to the States from
excise taxes collected in fiscal
year 1977.
The funds will be used by the
States to finance their fish and
wildlife programs during the
first half of fiscal year 1978.
The second installment will be
distributed in Decembti after
the tally of FY 77 tax receik.ts
is completed by the Treasury
VIe
Department. Last fiscal year
a total of $111 million in
Federal Aid funds was
distributed in two installments
to State governments, U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service
Director Lynn A. Greenwalt
said.
Funds for fish restoration
programs come from a 10 per
cent excise tax on fishing rods,
reels, creels, and artificial
baits, lures aqd flies. Funds
for wildlife restoration and
hunter safety programs come
from an 11 per cent excise tax
on sporting arms and am-
munition, a 10 per cent excise
tax on pistols and' revolvers,
and an 11 per cent tax on
certain archery equipment.
Of the distribution an-
nounced today, $24.0 million
was dLstribured according to a
formula based on hunting
license holders.and the area of
each State for wildlife
projects. Another $3,.9 million
was distributed, on the beats
of State population, for hunter
safety programs. Under the
federal Aid to Fish
Restoration Program, $9.8
million was distributed on a
formula based on the number
of sport fishing license holders
and the area of each State.
Texas, Alaska, California,
Pennsylvania, and Michigan
are the largest recipients with
at least $1.3 million going to
each. Maximum and
minimum limits are placed on
the distribution of these funds
so that States smaller in area
and population like Delaware,
Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, and Hawaii
receive reasonable ap-
portionments. To date Ken-
tucky has received $1,353,467.































































































































































































































We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
$. sib Murray. Ky. 
oks.••~11/0.7?-1 4Thihro.M.•s5,nsAigiOi,I •, „.
storey 's
Food Giant
Open 7 Days A Week
80. m. - 10:00 p. m.












Murray Home & Auto
The Art tor 6e
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's _ Bear





























A recent goose hunt at the Ballard Co. Wildlife Management
Area produced goose limits for these three Murray men. Pic-
tured above from left to right are Rocky Shapla, Gary, Lamb,
and Tommy Reid. Kentucky's 75 day goose season is still in
progress and will continue until January 20, 1978.
' This year the Department of
Fish and,Yitafe Resources'
Division or .Cons ation
Education reil its
hunter ethicatiok, ,' gram,
adding four full-time em-
ployees to work exclusively in
this area. The new section is
now off and running, having
held 13 classes in all corners of
the state since mid-
September.
Hunter education is now
being handled by three district
hunter training officers and a
senior hunter training officer,
who coordinates efforts
statewide. Each training
course consists of two three-
hour classroom sessions,
followed by four hours of
range work. At the conclusion,
those passing a *Men exam
and performing satisfactorily
on the firing range are
awarded a safe hunter cer-
tificate, which is required
before the issuance of a
hunting license in 25 states
(Kentucky is not one of then*
During these coursft
hunter training officers giv1
instruction on topics such as




fundamentals of shooting, safe
gun handling, bowhunting,
survival basic first aid,
muzzle-loading and field care
of game.
Since safe hunter cer-
tification began in the 1940's,
Kentucky has certified more
than I million safe hunters
(only New York has certified
more). A list of upcoming
hunter training courses is
available from the Division of
Conservation Education,
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, Frank-
fort, Ky. 40601, or by phoning
(502) 564-4762.
Generally they wall require 20
to 40 minutes to reach the gray
ash stage which is a clue that
they are ready for cooking. At
night, the coals will have a
bright red glow.
And here's another tip from
the briquet folks in case you
missed that deer on your
hunting trip. Try e small
turkey (4-9 lb.), split in half
Ind grilled over charcoal and
hickory chips for delicious
smoked flavor.
Rinse _thawed or fresh
turkey half in cold water, pat
dry. Brush bone side of turkey
with butter, sprinkle with salt
and pepper, and place bone
side down on grill about five to
six inches from medium coals.
Grill for 40 to 50 minutes or
until meat browns nicely.
After about 15 minutes of
cooking, spoon about one-
quarter cup of dampen
hickory chips over coals,
spoon about one-quarter cup
of dampened hickory chips
over coals, lower cover or lid
of grill and continue cooking
25 to 35 minutes. Brush skin
side of turkey halves with
melted butter and also
sprinkle with salt and pepper.
Turn turkey halves; sprinkle
another quarter cup or so of
hickory chips over coals.
Cover grill and continue
cooking another 40 to 50
minutes or until turkey is
cooked. To test for doneness,
the drumstick should move
easily and the breast meat will
be fork-tender.
If you are using a grill
without a cover, turkey will
still have a hickory smoked
flavor but it will be more
subtle.
With the compliments of
your guests on the delicious
turkey ringing in your ears,
you can almost forget that
venison-on-the-hoof that got
away, almost that is.
For Ail You Hunters!







So. 4th ii 759 1825
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality ,& Quantity Quarenteed
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These..young rabbit hunters, Jimmy (left) and Ricky Barrow enjoyed a good hunt and
several good chases with their grand-dad's beagles last week. Hunting with them was their
dad, Hal Barrow, Route 5, Murray and their grand-dad, Tilghman Barrow, Route 2,
Murray. Thefour-some found the above swamp rabbits and the cottontail down in the Blood
River area of Calloway County.
Well friends, the end is at
hand. Bow season 1977 has
only,,a fey/ hours 19(p) live.
We've ' hunted ha  and
steady. We've usedour entire
bag of tricks and still we have
-.41o'• deer. Yet, we • have no
regrets; The opportunities
were -plentiful, and the ex-
periences were unforgettable.
And we gained another year in
knowledge and experience.
• ''We've shared tlie happiness
.104 r,, watiuth Oi friend's
*campfires 'along sitith the
excitement of _each other's
experiehtts. 1k.n weave
'tjoyfully shared in the success
of others. So all in all, this
bowseasoni.has to be termed
successful. But it's not over
yet. And we're not one to give
up so soon. For on the last_
heur of the last day, we'll be in
our tree stand in anxious
anticipation, just as sie were,
on the first hour of the first
day. • And wben it's all, over,
we'll begin again; working
and waiting for the next Year,
when we'll try new ideas and
pleats.
Now that it is almost over':
don't put that bow away in the
closet. The fun of owning a
bow is just beginning. There's
a lot of activities in store for
'every month of the year.
New's a 'good time to direct
your interest towards a
bowhunting club. These clubs
stay very active during the
spring months, with shoots
and plans for the next season.
Membership in such clubs can
be rewarding. Our local clubs
consist of the Jenny Ridge
Bowhunters Society, and the
Hardin Bowhunters Club. The
spring activities keep
members active and in tune
for next year's season.
And so, as the, season end
4.pears, so nears the end of this
'article as a weekly column.
I've had' fun, enjoyed con-
tributing, and have ap-
preciated the comments and
criticisms of my readers. So I
am restricting this column to
Uncle Jeff's
Fox; who coaected a rather
nice one hundred-four pound
doe. Riamie suffered through
the first half at home because
of an injured back, but was
ready and tuned for the
opening of the second season.
Congsatulations to all of you
who have taken your deer this
year.1 hope you are enjoying
them. Having meat on the
table that , you provided
yourself through your efjorts
afield is one of the grater
thrills of the hunting sport. By
the way, if you don't happen to
get a deer; alloy a fellow
hunter to use your freezer for
his. Ole Ralph's deer has been
might fine.. .So long...
It is about the time to enter
the year that is still ahead. It
is also the time when the
practice of making resolutions
reaepes its absolute peak. The
following list that might be
used by fourwheelers is not
totally inclusive. And some of
them do not originate from
your truly. Nevertheless, we
offer them for the con-
sideration of all the f our-
wheelers out there and others
who might care to adopt them.
The family e'er shall be
washed at least once for each
twenty such attentions given
to the four wheel drive.
The fairtily budget shall not
be totally. disintegrated by the
spur of the moment purchase
for the endowment of the four
wheel drive. At least one hoar
shall be spent thinkinkaixitit
such purchases.
The lady that livesila, the
house shall be assured at least
semiannually that she is more
important than the four wheel
drive. Alt mention that there
is no tho ht of swapping her
in a on a new model.
When the situation of motion
in region to the four wheel
drive rig reaches the ultimate
status of one direction (down)
I shall get out andexamine the
situation carefully before„
seeing juat how far that
direction can be negotiated.
I shall remember that a
tenfoot deep hole covered with
water looks just like a one foots
deep hole.
I shall remember that the
four wheel drive does not keep
me frpm getting stuck. Rather,
it gets'me stuelt in places that'
its harder to get unstuck.
Whatever f. take into the
wilderness I shall bring out
with me..
The only thing I leave shall
be tracks and they shall be
made with regard to future
enjoyment of the privilege by
others.
a monthly basis, excepting the
possibility of special articles.
If there is anything you would
like to See in this column, or
any acitivity to report, or even
if you have a story to submit,
feel free to contact me, and I
will try to print it for you.
Afterall, this is your column.
So I'll he saying so long for
now; I have to prepare to go to.
the woods. There has been a
lot of deer spotted this second
season, and I figure my
chances of taking one on the
last day is about as great as it
was on the first day. My
hunting partner, end head of
my "advisory staff", Steve
Pember, took a nice young doe
last week, and so did Ronnie
Late season squirrel hunting resulted in a 6-squirrel limit each for Tripp Purdom (left)
and Greg McNutt. Hunting near Kentucky Lake on December 30. the squirrel hunters
limited out by 8:30 a.m. Saturday, December 31 is the last day for the 1977 squirrel season.
The season will reopen the third week of August, 1978.





Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haur Headquarters
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping; and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Groceries shall be paid for
before the four wheel drive is
repaired.
The yard shall be mowed
semiannually even if it means
missing one day of four-
wheeling.
I shall remember that the
four wheel drive is not in-
destructible, mostly because
the last time I did not, it
reminded me.
I shall try to remember that
the wifes best linens and the
new bath towels are not to be
used for cleaning the grease
off the four wheel drive.
the wifes best linens and the
new bath towels are not to be
used for cleaning the grease
off the four wheel 'drive.
I shall not become angry
when the children utilize the
four wheel drive for various
pui-poses. Even ilthe purposes.,
, seem a bit dubious in relation.
to the reason for havinte beim;
wheel drive.
I shall not look at four
wheel drives until at least one
payment had- been made on
the present ont, •:•, 4
Four wheel '4.rive engine* •
transmissiciq, and ac-
I shall never refuse to offer
aid to another four wheeler in
trouble, and I shall not be
angry when another does not
offer aid to me.
I will work even harder at
realizing the out of doors is big
enough for everybody.
I will remember the
privileges afforded those who
own four wheel drives and will
do my best not to abuse them
in any manner.
I will count it an honor to be
called a founvheeler, andwill
do - my best at all times to
make fourwheeling honorable.
As we conclude our third
year with the fine folks at the
Ledger,& Times we would like
to thank them for being tops in
every respect. We continue to
salute the four wheelers and
pass among them, grateful for
the privilege. And to you, the
readership of the column, goes
a great big thanks. Your kind
words and comments have
been a great reward for our
humble efforts., We sincerely
look forward to the new year,
and wish you a very fine one
too, as we approach it
together.
cessories s all ' not be
monkeyed with in the living HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING.
• By now you probably ,have
run out of friends to (ell' the
story of how you dropped that
big buck deer atlIk yardl with
a split-seeond, single shot
through brush and trees.
And by now, that deer has
. probably been converted to
hunks of venison, so why not
invite those same friends over
to enjoy the ppoceeds of your
hunting trip, and cook the
venison' over charcoal
briquets in the great outdoors
of you;' patio or backyard.
Don't worry if it is cold outside
or snow's on the ground—just
don a parka and overshoes
instead of a chef hat.
For a small group, venison
steak or chops would make an
excellent entree. Chops from
the loin should be about one-
inch thick with steaks perhaps
a bit thicker. Grill them
quickly until rare or medium-
rare over hot coals. Turn often
and sprinkle with salt and
freshly-ground pepper to
taste. Serve with plain or
seasoned butter spooned on
top of each chop or steak.
It's often a flavorful idea to
marinate the venison in ad-
vance and baste it while
cooking with the marinade
liquid. Here's a good op-
portunity to involve your wife
and ask her to contribute by
preparing her favorite
marinade. There are a variety
of marinades which may
contain oil, vinegar, wine, soy
sauce, garlic, lemon juice and
seasonings. That same
marinade can be used for a
venison roast should you
decide upon that for the main
course. For a roast of about
six pounds, first insert a few
slivers of garlic into the meat
and then tie several strips of
bacon ,or salt pork around the
rook. .
Next place the roast on your
rotisserie, baste with leftover
marinade or bottle barbecue
sauce and insert a meat
thermometer into the thickest
part of the meat taking care
not to touch the bone. Cook
over medium-hot coals until
the 145 degree mark is
reached on the thermometer
for rare, or up to 175 degrees
for well done. Brush on sauce
from time to time.
Temperature of the coals
can be tested by cautiously
holding your hand, palm side
down just above the grill.
Judge temperature by
number of seconds hand can
be kept in position. For
medium heat for roast, you
should be able to hold your
han in position for about four
secon a hot fire, you
should able to hold your
hand in position for only about
two seconds.
These recipes and tips are
courtesy of the Charcoal
Briquet Institute which also
has a few suggestions about
lighting your charcoal
briquets.
First it is a good idea to line
your grill with heavy duty
aluminum foil for faster
cooking and easier cleanup
later. Stack the briquets in a
pyramid; they'll light faster
since air can circulate around
them. Use a good starter. Try
the electric starter or chimney
type, or choose a liquid, jelly
or solid fibrous cubes. Let the
briquets burn to just the right
stage before adding food.
nuilimbamemmeimum 00000000000 1111111111111111111111111fre
24 Hour Wreckerke.rvice
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
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Let's Stay Well ' By FJ L Blasingame. MD
Reduced itealth Care
cti.
Q: Mrs. L. L. asks how a
family may make the most
out of spending for health
care.
She makes the point that
she and her husband desire
adequate care but want
suggestions on how they
can try to avoid major
expenses and not waste
their money in taking care
of family health needs.
A: You have raised ques-
tions that are important to
each of us. Better health
does not have to cost more.
Here are a few tips which
you should consider to re-
duce spending for health
care:
- Try to cultivate good
health habits. Provide a
balanced, adequate diet
which includes fruits, veg-
etables, proteins, and
starches but is low in fats





during pregnancy, and are
generally present in suffi-
cient amounts in a proper
diet. Avoid obesity. In
addition, strive for regular
exercise and proper rest.
Practice oral hygiene
every day.
- Deliberately try to
avoid accidents on the
highway and at home by
following safety rules. Be
sure that your automobile
is in good repair, and drive
it thoughtfully and careful-
ly. Wear your seat belt. At
home, correct potentially
dangerous situations
which can ctuse injury
(falls, poisaings, fire,
etc.). Plan how to escape
from your home in case of
a fire.
- Learn first aid and how
to treat minor illnesses.
Over-the-counter medi-
cines are avilable and
effective. Telephone your
physician or dentist occa-
sionally if you need help.
- Choose a regular phy-
sician and dentist and es-
tablish a relationship with
them while you are well. A
nearby family or primary
physician can supply you
with most of your profes-
sional health services and
advise you when to seek
specialty care.
- Utilize free or low-cost
services which may be-
come available in your
community, such as chest
X-rays or immunizations.
- After you see your
physician or dentist, follow
his or her orders. It is
senseless and wasteful to
fail to carry out the pre-
scribed treatment.





ance to suit your family's
needs. For example, you
may want to pay the first
few dollars out of your
pocket and use that sav-
ings to buy coverage for
major or catastrophic cov-
erage for a serious acci-
dent or illness.
- Keep a record of your
health-related expenses.
Some part of them may be




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The Lexington Center Corp. is
working "very slowly" to re-
gain a liquor license for the
Lexington Opera House, LCC
Executive Director Tom
Minter says.
LCC officials chose not to
reapply for a 30-day tem-
porary drink license after the
last one expired Oct. 30,
because of a controversy
surrounding the staging of
"Oh! Calcutta!"
Because the Opera House is
located within 200 feet of St'.
Paul's Church, state law re-
quires permission from the
church before a liquor license
can be granted. The Rev.
George Donnelly revoked his
permission because of the




The store will be closed Monday, January 2nd
in preparation for the sale.
KING'S DEN






House investigators are angry
about being left out of a U.S.-
South Korean agreement
allowing Tongsun Park to
testify before the courts but
not them and say they will
subpoena the rice dealer to tell
them about his alleged in-
fluence buying on Capitol Hill.
Rep. John J. Flynt, D-Ga.,
chairman of the HOLLSe ethics
committee, .called the
agreement "a facade" that
allows Park to refuse to testify
to Congress. "Congress will
not sit idly by and accept this
insult," Flynt said. The
panel's special counsel, Leon
Jaworski, said South Korea
"continues to conceal facts
from Congress and has in
addition persuaded the
Department of Justice to
assist it."
WASHINGTON ( AP) -
Thousands of United Mine
Workers are heading into the
new year with no end in sight
for their 26-day-old coal stike
as contracts talks have broken
off once more. Negotiations
stalled and then stopped on
Friday when coal industry
operators walkeda out of the
session and officials said they
didn't know when the next
discussions might be held. One
source said the talks were "in
very bad shape." It was the
third time the talks have
broken off since they began in
October. Each side is blaming
the other.
INTERNATIONAL
WARSAW, Poland ( AP) -
President Carter ended his
first visit to a Communist
nation today and departed in a
snowstorm for Iran, the
second stop on his six-nation
foreign tour. He was to meet
the Shah of Iran in Tehran for
talks on energy problems.
Iran is one of the world's
largest oil producing nations.
The two men also were ex-
pected to discuss the latest
Middle East developments,
before Carter's New Year's
Day meeting in Tehran with
King Hussein of Jordan.
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
- Cambodia cut diplomatic
PEANUTS
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ties with Vietnam today and
accused its Communist neigh-
bor and former ally of
mounting a rnassiie invasion
and plotting to topple the
Hhnom Penh government.
Radio Phnom Penh, in a
broadcast monitored here,
claimed several divisions of
Vietnamese troops - aided by
"foreigeers" acting as "direct
commanders and advisors" -
have invaded Cambodia,
backed by by hundreds of
tanks and warplanes. The
broadcast did not identify the
"foreigners."
MADRID, Spain ( AP) -
Basques, the ancient moun-
tain people of northern Spain,
have won their long-fought
battle for home rule. The
government of Premier
Adolfo Suarez announced
home rule for the three
Basque provinces Friday
after a 10-hour cabinet
meeting. The Basques, unique
in their Own culture and
language, inhabit the northern
mountain region near the
Franco-Spanish frontier. They
have been demanding home
rule since 1939 when the late
Gen. Francisco Franco took
power in the Spanish Civil War




77 Winter Flexes Muscles For Last lime
Winter flexed its muscles pressure system moving in
for the last time in 1977, from the northern Rockies.
delivering a one-two punch of Continued snow and drifts
heavy snow in a wide area of made weekend driving
the West and rain with cool - hazardous in North Dakota.
temperatures across much of
the East today.
A winter storm watch is on
for lower Michigan, southern
Nebraska, and parts of Min-
nesota, Iowa, Wisconsin and
South Dakota today. Scattered
light rain and snow flurries hit
Ohio Friday. Snow is expected
late today.
Kansas and Missouri are ex-
pecting some snow from a low
( OH, FOIE/
NOW HOW DO
I GET IT TO
THE TRUCK?!
17)J







































































Rain, drizzle and fog
covered Much of New England
today. The New York
metropolitan area is having
mixed rain and snow, with
some light snow or rain ex-
pected south into Penn-
sylvania.
Rain or wet snow is forecast




 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may experience a sense
of frustration, along with
boredom and fretfulness. Your
keen mind and innate good
sense should help you coun-
teract, however.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Mixed planetary influences
give a total picture of alter-
nating apathy, readiness, in-
decision, enthusiasm. Firm up!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Meet competition - but in a
subtle manner. Advancement




(June 22 to July 23)
Stretch a point where it will
pay off later. A vote of con-
fidence is sometimes necessary
to secure cooperation. Maintain
a steady hand and a discerning
eye.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Some earnings and credits
may be less than expected, but
the general outlook is excellent
for benefits through sustained
efforts over a period of time.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)- riPtii
Especially favored under
day's somewhat unusual but, on
the whole, friendly aspects:
secretarial and clerical work;
mathematics, artistry and
science.
LIBRA /L(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Be cautious in dealing with
associates. Some may urge you
to make certain commitments
against your better judgment.
Don't let yourself be pressured.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nt•
Generally, a day for action,
but be careful not to run out of
bounds. On the other hand,





(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You should do especially well
in projects which require
careful organization, clever
management. Don't let op-
position dissuade you.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
If careful to guard against
impulsive acts and words, the
day should be generally smooth.
A fine period for making travel
Plans.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Fee 19)
Your active mind needs ex-
pression now. Direct it with
forethought, discernment. Give
thought to future needs as well
as current projects. Changes
may be required.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
You can choose activities
from several areas now, but




YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly interesting individual,
fitted for success in many
fields. By instinct and through
ability, you could shine in the
world of commerce where the
hustle and bustle of the day's
doings would prove highly
stimulating to the outgoing side
of your nature. On the other
hand, you have a solitary side,
often wishing the seclusion
which would permit you to
follow your studious and
scholarly leanings; to develop
the intellectual facets of your
mind. For the Capricornian,
however, this is not always the
best life style, since it tends to
make him too introspective,
moody and pessimistic - all too
frequently the mark of the true
intellectual. A career which
puts you into the mainstream of
life would bring you out of
yourself - and bring out your
best. Fields best suited to your
talents: business management,
the law, statesmanship, science
and education. Birthdate of:
Ray Mond, screen star.
Crossword Puzzler


























Answer to Fridays Puzzle
A P
A R•G IN












































55 Pr nte 's
measure








requested, to chock the





ANY ERROR SHOULD U
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US•PROM-
PTL Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
COMPARE Jeremiah 23
to what is happening
today. Just how far
away from God's true
words have we willingly
allowed ourselves to be
'led? Read what Jesus
says in Matthew 6:24.
., Who are you serving?







must be _ submitted













-Anyone caught on it will
be prosecuted.
• WHAT WE do best is
care. NeedLine, 753-6333.
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str 'by riled eatery !end •te.Inr
WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
3 Card Of Th,nlis
I WOULD LIKE to thank
all my friends and
neighbors for their
deeds of kindness and
words of sympathy
during the passing of my
beloved wife, Daisy
Kemp. May God bless
all of you. Also I would
liFe to thank Dr.
Quertermous, the
nurses in the intensive
care unit at the Murray-
Calloway Hospital, the
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home and the staff, and
Bro. Charles Morris for
his consoling words.




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any sfze.
Wallets low as 24 cents, $
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
5 lost And Found
FOUR YEAR OLD
female Blue Tick coon
hound. Lost Dec. 13 in
Turkey Bay area of
Land Between the
Lakes. Reward offered.
Call 437-4462 or 437-4850.
FOUND MAN'S watch.
Owner may call and
identify. Call 753-8474.
FOUND - Gold bracelet
in front of Ledger di
Times, 'Saturday
morning. Call 753-1916 or




person Hazel Cafe or
call 492-9785.
OPPORTUNITY.







college and moderate to
excellent typing skills.
Ideal for lady whose
children are grown or in
school. Send brief
resume to Box 32-M, c-o
Ledger & Times.
COOK - Innovator in the
art of food preparation












man. Call 753-7357 or
753-45K —
WANTED MATURE
WOMAN to keep first
grader, kindergartener
and 2 year old in my
home. Must provide own
transportation. $45.00











$10. per hour. New
Kroger addition, Cen-
tral Shopping Center,








books will be open for listing
real estate, tangible, and in-
tangible personal property,
beginning January 3, 1978, and
will remain open thru March 1,
1978.
Homestead exemption ap-
plications will also be taken for
those who have relocated and
for new applicants who have
reached the age of 65 or who will




49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 PINTO 2300 CC, 4
speed, fully carpeted,
AM radio. Gas economy
at 28 mpg average.
Excellent condition. One
owner. $2399. Call 753-
8809.
51 Services Offered
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field







by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor




SEPTIC T kNK PUN1- installed per your
PING. Res tential and-- - spftifications. Call
commercial. Rex Camp, Doug Taylor at 753-2310
753-5933. for free estimates.






and brakes, air. Call 753-
0370.
1971 VOLKSWAGEN, like
new with rebuilt engine.
$1250. Call 436-2400.
1968 CHEVY pick-up, long
wheelbase, V-8 straight
shift. $550.00. Phone 354-
6217.





1973 EL CAMINO Estate.








steering, 302 V4 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove






Company Inc. Air con-











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. PaAlucah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and




lots. Call Roger Hutson,-
753-6763.
ELECTRIC WIRDIG,






fecient service. No job
too/knall. Call -Eznest
White, 753-0605.
DO YOU need stumps
removed frem•yOur yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call •


















roofs sealed. Call Jack







TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
WILL KEEP children.,
Infants and up in my
home. Call 753-0278.
AIR COMPRESSORS
*ow 8. Ittbuitt Waits. Repairs
of saes
502-442-9396
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
FENCE SALES at Sears _
now. Call Doug Taylor




exterior. Also dry wall

















dow glass and glass





FREE TWO 11 week_ old
puppies. Have had
temporary distemper
shots and have been
wormed. One part
Beagle, one part Collie.
Call 753-3535.
FOR LEASE
Main Street Texaco, 15th and Main. Equipped with
equipment and parts for all minor auto repair










As the New Year unrolls
we loudly sound our thanks




60 x 72 x 14 Building




Bait 517 LaCentar, Ky. UM__
1
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LOANS AVAILABLE for
existing business, new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
- Call 1-502-885-1795




- All eligible lan-
downers and farmers
can now get group in-
surance - (Excess
Major Medical) - at
low group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates,
203 south 5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.
14. Want To Buy
BURLEY TOBACCO




WOULD LIKE TO BUY a
opossum dog under 6
years old, completely
















15 Articles For Sale
15 Articles For Sale
FRIGIDAIRE POR-
TABLE Dishwasher.
Good condition. Call 753-
3280 before 5, 436-5524
after 6.
FURNACE blower
motors, new and used.
Dill Electric, 753-9104 or
753-1551.
FIREWOOD for sale.
$15.00 a rick. Call 437-
4319.
FIREWOOD for sale. Will




Both in almosi perfect
condition. Call Sandra
753-5669 before 5 p. m.
FLASHING WINDOW
signs, changeable let-
ters $29.50. Call 753-1966.
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
436-5820.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$15 and up per rick.
Delivered prompt
delivery. $12 per rick if




washer in good working
condition. $40. Call 498-
8528.
GE DISHWAVER .for








freeze. Real good shape.
• $150. Lea;;4g town. Can
WOOD FOR SkA.E. Will be seen South 16th.
deliver. Call 437-4617.- -• 
Call
ARMY FIELD iacket
with liner. Size 38-40.
Good condition. Call 753-
7637 after 5 p. m.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$15.00 rick delivered,
$11.00 you pickup. Call
767-4785.
22 SHEETS of white and
green corrugated metal






















tank $27.50. Truck tool
boxes by Heavy Duty,
$89.95. Three point lift
poles, $35. Best round
bale feeders, $72.50.
Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
WANTED DEALERS: to install sprayed foam
insulation in old and new buildings. Tremendous
energy saver. Every home and building owner
can use it. We are the only manufacturer that
trains how to install with on the Job training and
by factory experienced installers. No fees of any
kind. We are interested only in selling this foam
insulation that we manufacture. Can be applied
all year round. Write: Imerial Coatings St
Chemicals, 4700. Wissahickon Ave. Phila., Pa.
19144 Mr. Warren. (215)844-0706
Now you can get hogs to market up to
12 days sooner on nearly 12% less feed.
, Those are the kind of results you can get
with the help of Purina's High Performance
*cling program. It's a family of nine
complete rations, all specifically formu-
lated to help you get the most out of your
hog's bred-in genetic potential from start
to finish. See us today and get the whole
story on the High Performance program.
Hazel, Ky.
Harrisons Farm
Center Phone 498 8321
20 Sports Equipment
14' WIZZARD fiberglass
ski boat. Carpeted with
astroturf. Equipped
with trailer and a 1973 25
h. p. Evinrude motor.
$450. Call 753-6198.
SAILBOATS 20 per cent
off ANIF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway 62, Calvert
City, Ky. Wednesday-
Saturday call 395-7844 or
362-8585 nights.
22 Musical





1;) 1977 be unoed Feature Syn.:twee wc
 'Li_ MAKE A HOUSE- CALCTO YouR
GUITAR LESSONS: 8 HousE, poc-r1R, WHEN ̀-fOU MAKE
Kelly's Termite
g Pest Control
Mem soled esol speeeled ever 1111
yews. De met fess effe coefeect soft isb
finished





tress for anikue beds or
Campers'..4uy direct




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 Soutb
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
350 WOODEN DOORS for
sale. Sized 3'x6'8" and
2'8" X 6'8". Also brass
door hardware. Call 753-





ever. 25" color console
from $579.95. We save
you money. Highway 94,
19 miles West of
Murray. Over 15 years
of Zenith sales end
service. Call 1-382-2174.
STEREO COMPONENT, -
8 track recorder player.
Call 437-4763.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 12 x 60 HILLCREST 2
bedroom. Gas heat and
central air. Like new.
Partly furnished. See at
Riviera Courts or call
753-3280 before 5, or 436-
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER FOR RENT
January 1st. 12 x55. See
at I" Trailer Court
entrance to Drive In
Theatre.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
32 Apartments or Rent
E TWO BEDROOM





at New Concord. $50
month. Call 436-2427.




Call 247-0255 Ma ield.
36 For Rent Or tease
FOR RENT OR LEASE, 3





36. For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call Mike
Brannack 7 53-88 50



















1.74 acres. Adjoins L&N
Railroad right-4444Y on
the East side. Excellent
location for *etail or
service businesses. If
interested, calk. Stinson
Realty, 753-3744 or 753-
0774.
WALLET WATCHERS -
4 bedrooms, 1/2 story -
located on deep lot near
university - priced in the
teens. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
REALTORS




Located on South 12th
Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any r
business. This is 137' x






on this duplex - Make 11-
13 per cent on your in-
vestment - also have
income property
available in the form of
14 rental units filled to

















square feet of corn-
jortable, well designed





private patio with gas
grill and we could go on
and on? Why not take a
look at this quality
home-it may be just
what you've been
looking for. Phone 753-
1222. Kopperud Realty.
Purdom & Thurman




The Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate Agency,
Inc. has provided over a
quarter of a century of
continuous service. If
you need an appraisal to
determine the value of
your property or in-















25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft. of high-
way frontage. Located
withing minutes of Ky.
Lake. Priced in mid
teens. Phone Koppernd 
Realty, 753-1222. We-
previde a complete








Realty, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a.
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at Kopperud Realty
provide a complete







Mott, - Weii 8-1
Closed On Thursdays
Fri & Sat TO 30
•Hair Cuts ',Shoves
209 Walnut Street
Call this number after 5-00 to assure prompt service lest day 753
3685












' $34,500. Call 753-3263
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate anytime.
PRESTIGIOUS HOME,
loaded with quality, 2






Drive. Call or come by





E,s, Your Property With Us
SOS Mein St 753-4101
44. Lots For Sale
CORNER LOT in
Murray. Cal-4434108.
46 Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM Frame
house in Stella. Call 753-
Motorcycles




• • EMIUM 78 series




1977 C45 Chevrolet dump
truck. 4000 ackual miles.
Hoist bed complete. Call
759-1103 after 5 p.m.
1966 DODGE PICKUP,
automatic. $500. Call
753-9204 after 7 p. m.
1969 DODGE CORONET,











To Hear Dr. Roos
Sunday Morning
"Hey There, Gaairwlir
the subject of 'the sermon by
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos at
the 10:45 a. M.:worship ser-
vices on Sunday, Jan. 1, at the
First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ).
Margaret Porter will singi
solo with Jane Hutson as
organist. Jean Fleming will be
the worship leader and Danny
Fleming will be the candle
lighter. Greeters will be Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. Robbins and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts.
Elders presiding for
Communion will be Dr. A. H.
Titsworth and Lyle Un-
derwood. Deacons serving will
be Henry Fulton, §. D. Hall,
John Ford Hall, Coleman
McKeel, Dan McKeel, and
Robert Puttoff.
The flowers will be fur-
nished by the Wear-Helm
Service Circle Class of the
church in memory of deceased
members.
Sunday School for ill ages
will be at 9:30 a. m. but the
God and Country award class,
Junior Choir practice, God
Squad, Senior Youth Group,
and Vespers will not meet.
Boy Scout Troop No. 77 will





The University Church of
Christ will hear Bro. Kenneth
Hoover speak at the 10:30 a.
m. and six p. m. worship
services on Sunday, Jan. 1.
His morning topic will be
"From Here To Where" with
scripture from Philippians
1:3-11, and his evening topic
will be "How To Have A
Fiappy - New Year! with
scripture from Philkians
4:4-13
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Robert
Hendon, George Gallagher,
.\ lath Hays, Rob c-ingles, J.H.
'Nix, and J. P. . .er.
'Sing The Lord's Supper
will t Jack Wilson, James
Fel , ,Macji Ails, Terry
Smith, Duane Dycus, Tim
Feltner, Jimmy West, David
Taylor, and Harold Grogan.
Nursery supervisors will be
Martha Ails, Fonda Grogan,
Earline Doran, Greta Garghs,
and Lisa Suiter.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a. m. on Sunday.
Lillian Gilbert said the
church clothing bank is in
need of men's shoes, blue
jeans, and work pants. She
said also that the canned food




Five Persons Are Dead As
illiday Death Count Begins
Church Ordinances The New Year's holiday
weekend got off to a quiet start•
The Memorial Baptist4on Kentucky's highways,
Church, Tenth and Main
Streets, Murray, will hear the
pastor, the Rev. Jerrell White,
speak at the 10:50 a. in. and
seven p. m. worship services
on Sunday, Jan. 1.
"New Beginnings" with
scripture from Joshua 3:4-5
will be the morning sermon
subject. The ordinances of
baptism and The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
morning service.
Guy Cunningham, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
ktervice, and the Rev. Ron
-Hampton, minister of music,
will direct the Sanctuary
Choir with Margaret Wilkins
as organist and Diane Dixon
as pianist.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Creation" with
scripture from Genesis 1 and
2. Special music will be
presented.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 av m. with glbert
Thomason as director, apd
Church Training will be at six






will be held at the First
Baptist Church, South Fourth
Street, Murray, on Sunday,
Jan. 1, with the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker, to
speak at both the 10:45 a.m.
and seven p.m. services.
At the morning hour Dr.
Whittaker will speak on the
subject, "The Acts of God"
with scripture from Acts 1:1-8.
G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and Charles Hale,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services.,
Wayne Halteyk minister of
music, will direct the Church
Choir as they sing "Ring Out
the Old, Ring in ,the New,"
with Joan BliWker as organist
9nd Allene Knight as pianist.
'life ordinance V baptism will
be observed ..̀ rat the morning
h4u-r•
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
"A New Years Prayer" with
scripture from Philippians
1:3-11 at the evening service.
Mr. Halley will sing a solo,
"Father, Let Me Dedicate::
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
be at six p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Linda Waugh,
Miss Lisa Frances, Mrs.
Terry Denton, Mrs. Wilburn
Farris, Mrs. David Travis,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell,





New Year brings new hopes. New dreams. New
spirit New expectation. And new forecasts. New Year
also waves goodbye to the past. Frustrations, failures.
ents and regrets are behind you. Forget them.
e Year is a time to look ahead.
New advancement, new goals, new accomplishment,
new successes are possible for every one. But, a sane,
sound view is needed. Without it, the proneness of the
human mind is only wishful thinking. The sane, sound
view reveals none of us lives in this world alone. We
can not isolate ourselves from others, even if we try,
because we live with and among other people. The
sane, sound view should reveal we live in God's world.
Not ours, but His. living in His world, UNIZISULATED
from Him and His help, is a sane, sound view that can
give us strength and energy to try at least to reach a
goal.
With that thought, we wish you a Happy New Year,
filled with sane, sound perspectives every day thereaf-
ter...
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 Sart% 3rd
7S3-2411
though Five persons were
killed in traffric accidents
Friday before, the holiday
counting period began.
State police said early this
morning that they had no re-
ports of any fatal accidents
after 6 p.m. EST Friday, when
the weekend period officially
began. It runs through mid-
light Monday local time.
Three of Friday's fatalities
apparently were caused by
slick highways and Rolice
urged caution during the long
holiday weekend. Nine per-
sons died in accidents during
the three-day observance last
year.
Police said snow on U.S. 31-
W • may have cauSed the
mishap which killed two
Bowling Green residents and
injured two others.
. The dead were identified as
Kerry R. Keen, 20, and John
Steven Turner, 14, who were
-riding in one auto which ap-
parently skidded on the slick
road and was involved in a
headon crash with a car
carrying Larry Williams, 20,





Ronald Hardison will serve
as interim music director of
the Grace Baptist Church,
South Ninth Street Extended,
Murray, starting Sunday, Jan.
1. He is a graduate of the Mid-
Continent Bible College,
Mayfield, and is now at-
tending the University of
Tennessee at Martin, Tn.
The pastor, the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe, will speak at the 10:45
a. m. and six p. m. worship
services on Sunday, Jan. 1, at
the Grace Church. Dwane
Jones will be organist and
Anita Underhill- will be
pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m. with Steve Smotherman
as superintendent. Nursery
workers will be Gail Work-
man, Freda Jones, Terry
Downey, and Bonnie Hale.
Randall Underhill, phone 753-
7466, will be bus driver for
January.
On Wednesday the teachers
and officers will meet at 6:30
p. m. followed by the prayer
service and youth study group




The Rev. Buzz Ftabat,in,
pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets, Murray, will
speak on the subject, "Choose
Life," 'at the 10:45 a. m.
worship services on Sunday,
Jan. I. His scripture will be
from Deuteronomy 30:11-23.
_ Kathy Mowery will be the
choir director and Lisa Slater
will be organist. Ken Wolf,
elder, will assist during the
service.
The children's sermon will
be heard following the prayer
of confession.
Holy Communion will be
celebrated during the morning
service.
Church School will be held
at 9:30 a. m.
Events during the coming
week include adult choir
rehearsal at 6:30 p. m. on
Wednesday, congregational
care committee meeting at
3:30 p. m. and Christian
education committee meeting
at 7:30 p. m., both On Thur-
sday.
New elders of the church
will be ordained and installed
on Sunday, Jan. 8.
State police reported that a
one-ear accident on Kentucky
259, south of Leitchfield, killed
Rosalie Decker Vinson, 20, of
Clarkson. The vehicle skidded
on an icy bridge and striftk a
Oulvert.
Two persons were killed and
another injured near
Nieholasville when their auto
slammed, into a tree , off
Kentucky 39.
Bro. John Dale To
Preach At Church
Of Christ Sunday
Bro. John Dale will speak at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a. m. and six
p. m. worship services on
Sunday, Jan. 1, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
The song service will be
directed by Mark Pugh and
Jerry Bolls.
The sermon topics v4u be
"The State of the Church"
with scripture from Phil. 3;13-
14 at the morning hours, •and
"Dream A New Dream" with
scripture Ephesians 3:17-21 at
the evening hour.
Johnny Bohananon, Mike
Brannack, Ken Hopkins, Steve
Simmons, Randy Wright,
Charles Lamb, Forest Boyd,
Charles Humphrey, Kevin
McManus, Gene McDougal,
and Jerry Fulton will assist in
the Sunday Services.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Thomas
Schroader, Bruce McManus,
Newell Hopkins, and Ewin
'Dick. Terri Carson will be the
teen nursery helper.
James Herndon, Newell
Hopkins, Ted Howard, and
Jerry Humphreys will serve
on the Extension Department.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a. m. on Sunday.
THE NEW DODGE MAGNUM XE.
0
IT'S AN EKCMNG TRIP.
1978 DODGE DIPLOMAT
FIENDISHLY SEDUCTIVE.






810 Sycamore NUTT ily 143-0632
"Where You Save Does Make A Difference"
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Compounded Daily Compounded Daily




Effective Annual Yield Effective Annual Yield
7.79%No Minimum No Minimum 6.98%




(Substantial Interest Penalty Required For Early Certijicate Withdrawals)




gederal Savin ss &_ ("roan Phone 753-7921
The Most Famous Men's & Boys' Sale STARTS AT 9 AM TUE. JAN. 3TO PREPARE FOR THIS SALE CORN-AUSTIN WILL BE CLOSED SAT. DEC. 31 r
1/3 To 1/2 oFF Leathei & 
Outerwear





Prices So Low You will Will Have To Come By To See Them
Boys Dept.
Trousers and S /2' _irts OFFn
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